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COALGEBROIDS IN MONOIDAL BICATEGORIES AND
THEIR COMODULES
RAMÓN ABUD ALCALÁ
Abstract. Quantum categories have been recently studied because of
their relation to bialgebroids, small categories, and skew monoidales.
This is the first of a series of papers based on the author’s PhD thesis in
which we examine the theory of quantum categories developed by Day,
Lack, and Street.
A quantum category is an opmonoidal monad on the monoidale as-
sociated to a biduality R a R◦, or enveloping monoidale, in a monoidal
bicategory of modules Mod(V) for a monoidal category V. Lack and
Street proved that quantum categories are in equivalence with right
skew monoidales whose unit has a right adjoint in Mod(V). Our first
important result is similar to that of Lack and Street. It is a charac-
terisation of opmonoidal arrows on enveloping monoidales in terms of
a new structure named oplax action. We then provide three different
notions of comodule for an opmonoidal arrow, and using a similar tech-
nique we prove that they are equivalent. Finally, when the opmonoidal
arrow is an opmonoidal monad, we are able to provide the category of
comodules for a quantum category with a monoidal structure such that
the forgetful functor is monoidal.
1. Motivation and Historical Context
Bialgebroids were defined by Takeuchi in [Tak77] as an alternative to the
existing theory of ×-bialgebras over a commutative algebra due to Sweed-
ler [Swe74], so as to allow a non-commutative base algebra as well. Almost
twenty years later in [DS04], Day and Street used 2-dimensional category
theory to prove that Takeuchi’s bialgebroids and small categories share a
common theoretical framework which they call quantum categories. In this
paper we extend certain aspects of the existing theory of bialgebroids to a
more general context, which in particular includes that of quantum categor-
ies.
While bialgebras over a commutative ring k consist of a k-algebra and a
k-coalgebra interacting in an appropriate way, the elementary description of
a bialgebroid from the viewpoint of classical ring and module theory is quite
elaborate. If R is a (not necessarily commutative) k-algebra, the data for
a R-bialgebroid consists of a k-module B together with suitably compatible
R-coring and (R◦⊗ R)-ring structures; i.e. a comonoid in R-Mod-R and a
monoid in (R◦⊗ R)-Mod-(R◦⊗ R). Some of the symmetry that bialgebras
have is now lost for bialgebroids; for example, in the definition of a bialgebra
The results in this paper are included in the first chapter of my PhD thesis Oplax
actions and enriched icons with applications to coalgebroids and quantum categories which
was written under the supervision of Steve Lack. I would like to thank Steve Lack for all
his guidance and useful comments.
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2 RAMÓN ABUD ALCALÁ
one may exchange the roles of the “algebra” and the “coalgebra” structures
and get a bialgebra again, whereas for a bialgebroid swapping the roles of
the “ring” and “coring” structures gives a different mathematical object. No-
tice that there are four R-actions on the same k-module B for which even
choosing an adequate notation is not simple and each author does it in a
different way.
In the early 2000’s Szlachányi made significant contributions towards a
simpler description of a bialgebroid based on the work by [Moe02] and
[McC02] on opmonoidal monads, and later developing some categorical tools
himself; namely skew monoidal categories.
Theorem 1.1. For a k-algebra R the following are equivalent,
(i) A right R-bialgebroid (original definition ×R-bialgebra [Tak77, Sec-
tion 4]).
(ii) An (R◦⊗R)-ring B for which the category of right B-modules has a
monoidal structure such that the forgetful functor is strong monoidal
[Sch98, Theorem 5.1].
(iii) A cocontinuous opmonoidal monad on the category R-Mod-R [Szl03,
Section 4.2].
(iv) A monoid in a monoidal category of coalgebroids [Szl05, Section 2.1].
(v) A closed right skew monoidal structure on the category Mod-R with
skew unit R [Szl12, Theorem 9.1].
Motivated by the work of Szlachányi the Australian school of category
theory gives a similar account of Theorem 1.1 but in a bicategorical language
instead, with the concept of quantum categories for a monoidal category V
taking the place where bialgebroids are. Quantum categories are defined for
a symmetric monoidal category with equalisers of coreflexive pairs (V,⊗, I),
but within the context of the bicategory Comod(V) of comonoids in V, two
sided comodules between them, and their morphisms. There is a notion of
duality amongst the objects of Comod(V); for each comonoid R in V there is
a comonoid R◦ obtained by reversing the comultiplication rule of R. These
comonoids come equipped with “unit” and “counit” two sided comodules
n : I // R◦⊗R e : R⊗R◦ // I
both of which have R as the underlying object and whose actions are the left
and right regular actions with respect to R◦ and R as pictured above. Fur-
thermore, these comodules satisfy the triangle identities in Comod(V) up to
coherent isomorphism. This concept is that of a biduality, and because every
object R has a right bidual R◦ we say that Comod(V) is right autonomous.
Bidualities induce a monoidal structure on the object R◦⊗ R with product
1⊗ e⊗ 1 : R◦⊗R⊗R◦⊗R //R◦⊗R and unit n satisfying the associative
and unit laws up to coherent isomorphism. We call this structure the envel-
oping monoidale of a biduality. The following theorem summarises the view
that the Australian school of category theory gave to Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2. Let V be a braided monoidal category which has all equalisers
of coreflexive pairs, and in which these are preserved by tensoring with objects
on either side. For a comonoid R in V the following are equivalent,
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(i) A quantum category over R in V (original definition [DS04, Section
12]); that is a comonad on the enveloping monoidale R◦⊗ R in
Comod(V) for which the coEilenberg-Moore object has a monoidal
structure such that the forgetful arrow is strong monoidal.
(ii) A monoidal comonad on R◦⊗ R in Comod(V) [DS04, Proposition
3.3].
(iii) A left skew monoidal structure on R in Comod(V) such that the skew
unit is coopmonadic [LS12, Theorem 6.4].
Theorem 1.2 is the starting point of our research, but we will rather con-
sider its dual statement and for a monoidal bicategoryM taking the role of
Mod(V); this is Theorem 1.3 below. In this way, there is less notation and
structure to keep track of during the proofs. After this switch of perspect-
ive, instead of talking about coopmonadic adjunctions we now talk about
opmonadic adjunctions. An opmonadic adjunction in M (or adjunction of
Kleisli-type) is an adjunction with a universal property; in particular, it is
an initial adjunction amongst those that have the same associated monad.
In the case of Cat, opmonadic adjunctions are those whose left adjoint is es-
sentially surjective on objects. In other words, the comparison functor with
the Kleisli category of algebras for the associated monad is an equivalence
[Mac97, Theorem IV.5.3]. In Mod(V) opmonadic adjunctions behave quite
well since all adjunctions are monadic and opmonadic. For example, the
unit arrow i : I //R of a monoid R in V induces an adjunction in Mod(V)
as shown.
R
i∗

i
EE
a
I
The opmonadicity of this adjunction translates between two descriptions of
left-R right-X modules: as arrows A : R //X in Mod(V), or as right X-
modules A together with a left R-action R⊗A //A in V.
Now, it is not surprising that the new ambient monoidal bicategory M
must satisfy some mild conditions for the theorem to be true. We explicitly
state these technical conditions in Section 5 and collect them under the name
of opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategories. Informally, this is saying that
opmonadic adjunctions behave well with respect to the tensor product and
the composition ofM.
Theorem 1.3. Let M be an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory with
Eilenberg-Moore objects for monads, R an object with right bidual R◦, and
an opmonadic adjunction as shown,
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
then the following are equivalent:
(i) A monoidale B and an arrow B //R◦⊗R which is monadic and
strong monoidal.
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(ii) An opmonoidal monad R◦⊗R //R◦⊗R on the enveloping mon-
oidale induced by the biduality.
(iii) A right skew monoidal structure with skew unit i : I //R the oppos-
ite of i◦.
Where (i)⇔(ii) is [DS97, Proposition 3.3], and (ii)⇔(iii) is [LS12, Theorem
5.2].
2. Aim and Structure
We mentioned that bialgebroids are in bijection with monoidal structures
on the category of modules over the underlying (R◦⊗R)-ring. It is natural to
ask if a similar situation holds for the category of comodules. And it is true
that, for a k-coalgebra, bialgebra structures are in bijection with monoidal
structures on the category of comodules of the k-coalgebra. This is because
it is possible to see k-coalgebras as coalgebras for a comonad. But in the
case of bialgebroids it is only known that the category of comodules has a
monoidal structure.
Now, right comodules for an R-bialgebroid are defined as right comodules
in Mod-R for the underlying R-coring. Phùng proves in [Phù08, Lemma
1.4.1] that these comodules bear an extra left R-module structure. This al-
lows him to tensor comodules over R to form a monoidal structure. This
extra left R-module structure does not need to exist for comodules over an
arbitrary R-coring, but it does for what is called an R|R-coalgebroid. Co-
algebroids were defined by Takeuchi in [Tak87, Definition 3.5] in a slightly
more general form; for two k-algebras R and S, an R|S-coalgebroid is a
module in (R◦⊗R)-Mod-(S◦⊗ S) with some further structure which in par-
ticular includes an underlying S-coring. In [Szl05] Szlachányi proved that
these R|S-coalgebroids are the arrows of a bicategory whose monads are R-
bialgebroids. Thus, from this point of view the more complicated part in the
definition of a bialgebroid rests within the coalgebroid.
This is the first of a series of papers based on the author’s PhD thesis
[AA17] where we explore the theory of coalgebroids but in the generalised
context of a monoidal bicategory M. Hence what we really study are op-
monoidal arrows between enveloping monoidales. Which in the case that
M = Mod(Vectk) such opmonoidal arrows are the coalgebroids of Takeuchi
see Subsection 4.22. The paper is organised in the following way: Section 3
is a small summary of all the background material and conventions taken.
Section 4 is a quick survey on formal category theory and what might be
called formal monoidal category theory. The reader who feels comfortable
working inside monoidal bicategories might go directly to Lemma 4.12. In
Section 5 and Seciton 6 we prove a theorem similar to Theorem 1.3 where in
place of right skew monoidales a new structure appears, we call it oplax right
action. These oplax right actions are a notion of action within the bicategory
M with respect to a right skew monoidale, the associative and unit laws are
witnessed by cells that are not necessarily invertible and satisfy further co-
herence conditions. Our first main theorem found below as Corollary 6.11
reads as follows.
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Theorem 2.1. Let M be an opmonadic-friendly autonomous monoidal bi-
category and let i◦a i◦ be an opmonadic adjunction as shown,
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
then the following are equivalent:
(i) An opmonoidal arrow R◦⊗R //S◦⊗ S between enveloping monoid-
ales.
(ii) An oplax right action S ⊗R //S , with respect to the skew monoidal
structure on R corresponding to the identity opmonoidal monad on
R◦⊗R under the equivalence in Theorem 1.2.
Furthermore, these structures have the same underlying comonad on S.
Using this theorem we provide in Example 6.13 a simpler description of
a coalgebroid in the language of classical ring and module theory. This new
description requires only three module structures instead of four, none of
which involve k-algebras with the reversed multiplication.
Theorem 2.2. For two k-algebras R and S the following are equivalent,
(i) An R|S-coalgebroid [Tak87, Original definition 3.5].
(ii) A cocontinuous opmonoidal functor R-Mod -R //S-Mod -S .
(iii) A closed oplax right (Mod-R)-actegory Mod -S ×Mod -R //Mod -S .
(iv) A module in (S ⊗ R)-Mod-S equipped with two module morphisms
δ : C //C ⊗S C and ε : C //S subject to the equations given in
Example 6.13.
For the last section of the paper we generalise the notion of comodule for a
coalgebroid so it can be interpreted in the context of a monoidal bicategory.
We describe three different notions of comodule: one for opmonoidal arrows,
one for oplax actions, and one more which is certain comodule for a comonad.
This particular comonad may be found as an underlying structure for each
of the items in Theorem 2.1. Now, by assuming similar conditions on the
monoidal bicategory and using a similar technique as before, we show that
these three notions of comodule are equivalent.
Theorem 2.3. Let M be an opmonadic-friendly autonomous monoidal bi-
category and let i a i∗ be an opmonadic adjunction whose dual i◦ a i◦ is
opmonadic too.
R
i∗

i
EE
a
I
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
Fix a structure of each item in Theorem 2.1; then the following are equivalent:
(i) A comodule R //S for the fixed opmonoidal arrow R◦⊗R //S◦⊗ S
between enveloping monoidales.
(ii) A morphism of oplax right actions R //S from i∗1 into the fixed
oplax right action.
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(iii) A comodule I //S for the underlying comonad S //S of any of the
fixed items.
At the level of ring and module theory this equivalence provides us with
three equivalent ways of describing comodules for a coalgebroid, depending
on the notion of coalgebroid that we decide to use, see Corollary 7.15. In
particular, we obtain a generalisation of [Phù08, Lemma 1.4.1] which induces
the extra left R-module structure on a comodule for a coalgebroid that we
mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Theorem 2.4. For two k-algebras R and S fix a structure in each item of
Theorem 2.2, the following are equivalent,
(i) A comodule in Mod-S for the fixed R|S-coalgebroid.
(ii) A (cocontinuous) comodule Mod -R //Mod -S for the fixed cocon-
tinuous opmonoidal functor.
(iii) An (cocontinuous) oplax right (Mod-R)-actegory oplax morphism
Mod -R //Mod -S into the fixed oplax (Mod-R)-actegory structure.
We finish by showing that if an opmonoidal arrow has an opmonoidal
monad structure, then its category of comodules has a monoidal structure
such that the forgetful functor is strong monoidal. In particular, the category
of comodules for a quantum category is monoidal.
3. Background, Notation, and Conventions
We shall make some remarks about the general notation that we use
throughout the paper.
3.1. Categories. We refer to the data of a category as: objects, arrows,
composition, and identities. We reserve the word “morphism” for arrows
that preserve some algebraic structure.
3.2. Bicategories. For a detailed account of 2-dimensional category theory
we refer the reader to [Bén67], [KS74], and [Lac10]. A bicategory B consists
of several pieces of data that we call objects, arrows, and cells. We use the
plain term “cell” instead of the standard term “2-cell” to avoid referring to
two distinct cells as “two 2-cells”. This shall cause no confusion since we
do not use higher cells. All pasting diagrams and proofs are written as if
B was a 2-category. Pasting diagrams have a unique interpretation as a
cell within the bicategory B once we choose a convention to parenthesise its
source and target arrows. Thus, we assume that its source has the leftmost
bracketing and its target has the rightmost bracketing, although the reader is
free to use their own favourite convention, see [MLP85], [Pow90], and [Ver92,
Apendix A] for more details. Empty regions of pasting diagrams are assumed
to be strictly commutative. The symbol for composition ◦ is mostly avoided;
this forces us to write more pasting diagrams making our proofs more visual.
Sometimes the isomorphism cells have a preferred direction which we depict
by rotating the isomorphism symbol ∼= accordingly, so an isomorphism cell
as below goes from f to f ′.
A
f
77
f ′
''
∼ = B
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3.3. Monoidal Bicategories. Our main universe of discourse is a monoidal
bicategory, these appear in [GPS95] and [Gur13] as a particular case of the
concept of tricategory. Tensor product of objects, arrows, and cells in a mon-
oidal bicategory M is denoted by juxtaposition. Similar to the coherence
theorem for bicategories, there is a coherence theorem for monoidal bicate-
gories in [GPS95]. This allows us to draw all pasting diagrams in a monoidal
bicategory as if it was a Gray-monoid; that is: the underlying bicategory is a
2-category; the unit and the tensor product with objects in each variable are
a 2-functors; the right and left unitors and the associator are identities; as
well as the higher structural modifications. What remains is the interchange
law between the tensor product and the horizontal composition which holds
up to an isomorphism natural in f and f ′.
XX ′
f1
//
1f ′

Y X ′
1f ′

XY ′
f1
//
∼=
Y Y ′
These isomorphisms are subject to three axioms: two which assert that the
collection of these isomorphism squares is closed under pairwise pasting along
one edge; and a coherence axiom as pictured below.
Y X ′X ′′1f ′1
&&
XX ′X ′′
f11 88
11f ′′

1f ′1 &&
Y Y ′X ′′
11f ′′

XY ′X ′′
11f ′′

f11 88∼ =
XXY ′′
1f ′1 &&
∼=
Y Y ′Y ′′
XY ′Y ′′
f11
88
∼=
=
Y X ′X ′′1f ′1
&&
11f ′′

XX ′X ′′
f11 88
11f ′′

Y Y ′X ′′
11f ′′

Y X ′Y ′′1f ′1
&&
∼=
XXY ′′
1f ′1 &&
f11
88
∼=
Y Y ′Y ′′
XY ′Y ′′
f11
88∼ =
These axioms are used repeatedly without explicitly being recalled every
time. The tensor product ff ′ of two arrows f : X //Y , f ′ : X ′ //Y ′ inM
always means the following composite ff ′ : XX ′
1f ′
//XY ′
f1
//Y Y ′ .
Cat: The monoidal 2-category of categories, functors, and natural trans-
formations. The monoidal product is the cartesian product and the
monoidal unit is 1 the terminal category.
Mod(V): The monoidal bicategory Mod(V) of monoids, two sided modules
between them, and their morphisms in V. For V a symmetric mon-
oidal category such that all coequalisers of reflexive pairs exist and
are preserved by tensoring on both sides with an object. If V = Vectk
we denote Mod(V) = Modk the monoidal bicategory of k-algebras,
two-sided modules between them, and morphisms of two-sided mod-
ules.
Span(C): The monoidal bicategory of spans in a category C with finite lim-
its. The monoidal product is taken component-wise as the binary
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product in C, the monoidal unit is the terminal object of C.
EE′
aa′
xx
bb′
&&
AA′ BB′
Prof: The monoidal bicategory of profunctors. Objects are categories, ar-
rows C //D are profunctors Dop × C //Set , and cells are mor-
phisms of profunctors. The horizontal composition of profunctors
F : C //D and G : D //E is given by the coend formula, (G ◦
F )(e, c) :=
∫ d∈D
F (d, c) × G(e, d). The identity on a category C
is the hom functor C(_,_) : Cop × C //Set . The monoidal unit is
the terminal category 1. The monoidal product is given on objects
by the cartesian product of categories, while on arrows the mon-
oidal product of two profunctors F : C //D and F ′ : C′ //D′ is the
composite below,
Dop ×D′op × C × C′ 1×twist×1// Dop × C ×D′op × C′F×F
′
// Set×Set // Set
where the last functor sends a pair of sets to their cartesian product.
4. Review of Formal Monoidal Category Thoery
4.1. Monads and Adjunctions. Recall from [Str72] that one may define
monads and adjunctions within a bicategory B. Every adjunction f a g
induces a monad structure on the composite arrow t : S f //R g //S with
unit η and multiplication as below.
S
f
// R
g ((
1
''KS
ε R
g
// S
S f
66
Remark 4.2. Every monad t : S //S in a bicategory B induces two monads
in Cat for each object X in B. These are obtained by using the covariant
and contravariant hom functors based at X.
B(S,X) B(t,X)// B(S,X) B(X,S) B(X,t)// B(X,S)
One may consider the categories of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for each of
these monads B(S,X)B(t,X) and B(X,S)B(X,t); we call their objects modules
for the monad t based at X. An object in B(S,X)B(t,X) consists of an arrow
x : S //X together with an action cell χ that is associative and unital with
respect to the monad structure of t.
S
t ((
x
''KS
χ X
S x
66
To avoid confusion when we refer to a module for the monad t, we specify
which hom functor to use, or use the following notation (x, χ) : S //X .
Definition 4.3. A Kleisli object for a monad t : S //S in a bicategory B,
if it exists, is the universal object St that represents up to equivalence the
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modules (x, χ) : S //X for the monad t based at X for every object X in
B. In other words, there is an equivalence of categories as shown.
B(St, X) ' B(S,X)B(t,X)
Concretely, a Kleisli object for a monad t is an object St and a “universal
module” ϕ for the monad t,
S
t ((
f
''KS
ϕ St
S f
66
in the sense that the equivalence in the definition is given by precomposition
with (f, ϕ).
B(St, X) ' // B(S,X)B(t,X)
St
x¯ // X
 //
S
t ((
f
''KS
ϕ St
x¯ // X
S f
66
As part of the structure that comes together with a Kleisli object, there is
an adjunction free a forget that has t as its associated monad [Str72, §1].
St
forget

free
FF
a
S tff
And for every adjunction f a g whose induced monad is t,
R
g

f
EE
a
S tff
there is a comparison arrow St //R that commutes with the left and right
adjoints up to isomorphism.
Definition 4.4. An adjunction f a g (or a left adjoint) in a bicategory B is
called opmonadic (or ofKleisli type), if for every objectX in B the adjunction
obtained by applying the representable functor B(_, X) is monadic in Cat
in the up to equivalence sense.
R
g

f
EE
a
S tff
B(R,X)
B(f,X)

B(g,X)
GG
a
B(S,X) B(t,X)gg
In other words, if t is the monad associated to the adjunction f a g, being
opmonadic means that R is a Kleisli object for the monad t.
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4.5. Skew Monoidales. Here we recall the concepts of skew monoidale
[LS12, Section 4] and opmonoidal arrows between them which play a central
role. To do this we need to upgrade our bicategory B to a monoidal bicat-
egory M. We also construct some monoidales and skew monoidales from
bidualities and adjunctions in different ways, some of which are not stand-
ard. And finally we bring the example of a coalgebroid seen as an opmonoidal
arrow using the concepts above.
Definition 4.6. A right skew monoidale in M consists of an object M , a
product arrow m : MM //M , a unit arrow u : I //M , an associator cell
α, a left unitor cell λ, and a right unitor cell ρ (not necessarily invertible),
MMM
m1//
1m

;Cα
MM
m

MM m
// M
M
u1 //
1

;Cλ
MM
m

M
1uoo
1

#
ρ
M
satisfying five axioms: in the same order as [LS12, Section 4] we will refer
to them as, the pentagon (SKM1), the triangle (SKM2), (SKM3), (SKM4),
and (SKM5).
Remark 4.7. When λ or ρ are invertible we speak of a left or right normal
right skew monoidale; and we speak of a monoidale when α, λ, and ρ are
isomorphisms, and in this case, a well known argument by Kelly [Kel64]
implies that the axioms may be reduced from five to two: the pentagon
(SKM1) and the triangle (SKM2).
The stereotypical example is to takeM = Cat, where monoidales are mon-
oidal categories. Skew monoidales in Cat are called skew monoidal categories,
these first appeared in [Szl03]. Skew monoidales appear first in [LS12], where
the authors observe that skew monoidales in Span are categories, and skew
monoidales in Modk are bialgebroids.
Definition 4.8. An opmonoidal arrow C : M //N between right skew
monoidalesM and N inM consists of an arrow C : M //N inM equipped
with an opmonoidal composition constraint cell C2 and an opmonoidal unit
constraint cell C0 as shown below,
MM
CC //
m

;CC2
NN
m

M
C
// N
I
u

u

6>C0
M
C
// N
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satisfying three axioms.
NNN
m1
&&
MMM
CCC 88
1m

m1 &&
5=α
KS
C2C NN
m

MM
m

CC 88
BJ
C2
MM
m &&
N
M
C
88
=
NNN
m1
&&
1m

5=α
MMM
CCC 88
1m

BJ
CC2
NN
m

NN
m
&&
MM
m &&
CC
88
KS
C2 N
M
C
88
(OM1)
N
1

M
C 88
1u

5=ρ
1

MM
m &&
N
M
C
88
=
N
1u

5=ρ
1

M
C 88
1u

BJ
CC0
NN
m
&&
MM
m &&
CC
88
KS
C2 N
M
C
88
(OM2)
N
u1
&&
M
C 88
u1 &&
1
))
5=λ
KS
C0C NN
m

MM
m

CC 88
BJ
C2
N
M
C
88
=
N
u1
&&
1
))
5=λ
M
C 88
1
))
NN
m

N
M
C
88
(OM3)
Remark 4.9. In the case that both opmonoidal constraints are isomorphisms
speak of a strong monoidal arrow, and if they are identities we speak of a
strict monoidal arrow.
Definition 4.10. An opmonoidal cell between a parallel pair of opmonoidal
arrows C and C ′ : M //N inM consists of a cell ξ as shown,
M
C
77
C′
''KS
ξ N
satisfying two axioms.
MM
C′C′
**
m

>FC′2
NN
m

M
C
66
C′
((KS
ξ N
=
MM
CC
55
C′C′
**KS
ξξ
m

>FC2
NN
m

M
C
66 N
(OM4)
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?GC′0
I
u

u

M
C
55
C′
))KS
ξ N
=
I
u

u

5=C0
M
C
55 N
(OM5)
Remark 4.11. As usual, the process of taking dual bicategories does the job
of switching between these notions, we name all of them as follows:
• SkOpMonr(M) = SkOpMon(M) is the bicategory of right skew
monoidales, opmonoidal arrows, and opmonoidal cells between them.
This bicategory is going to be used the most throughout the docu-
ment, and in order to have a lighter notation we omit the subscript.
• SkOpMonl(M) = SkOpMonr(Mrev) is the bicategory of left skew
monoidales, opmonoidal arrows, and opmonoidal cells between them.
• SkMonl(M) = SkOpMonr(Mco)co is the bicategory of left skew mon-
oidales, monoidal arrows, and monoidal cells between them.
• SkMonr(M) = SkOpMonr(Mrev co)co is the bicategory of right skew
monoidales, monoidal arrows, and monoidal cells between them.
• OpMon(M) is the bicategory of monoidales, opmonoidal arrows,
and opmonoidal cells between them, which can be seen as the full
subbicategory of SkOpMonr(M) whose objects are monoidales.
When there is no room for ambiguity, we omit the ambient monoidal bicat-
egoryM from the hom categories and write them as SkOpMon(M,N) and
OpMon(M,N).
In the following lemma we construct right skew monoidales from adjunc-
tions whose left adjoint has domain I.
Lemma 4.12. For every adjunction as shown below in a monoidal bicategory
M, there is a right skew monoidal structure on R.
R
i∗

i
EE
a
I
Proof.
The structure is given as follows:
Product RR i
∗1 // R Unit I i // R
Associator
RRR
i∗11//
1i∗1

RR
i∗1

RR
i∗1
//
∼=
R
Unitors
R
i1 //
1

;Cη1
RR
i∗1

∼=
R
1ioo
i∗
1ll
#
ε
I
i
R
Note that the associator is an instance of an interchange isomorphism, there-
fore the pentagon (SKM1) holds as an instance of the interchange coherence.
The α-λ compatibility (SKM3) holds by naturality of the interchanger. The
α-ρ compatibility (SKM4) is also an instance of the naturality of the inter-
changer (regardless of the definition of ρ). The α-λ-ρ compatibility (SKM2)
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and the λ-ρ compatibility (SKM5) are a consequence of the snake equations
of the adjunction i a i∗.
RR
1i1 &&
1
((
1
##
i∗1 //
5=1η1
KS
ε1
I
i1 // RR
i∗1

RRR
1i∗1

i∗11
88
∼ =
R
RR
i∗1
88
∼=
=
RR
1
((
1
##
i∗1 //
KS
ε1
I
i1 //
1
))
9Aη1
RR
i∗1

R
RR
i∗1
88
=
RR
i∗1 11
i∗1

R
I
i 11
i

R
=
R
1

i∗
%%
4<ε
I
i
99
i

1
<<
KS
η I
i

R
1
<<R
=
R
1i

1

i∗
&&
5=ε
I
i
88
i

I
i

RR
i∗1
&&
∼=
R i1
88
1
;;
∼=
KS
η1 R

Example 4.13. We can now provide various examples of skew monoidal struc-
tures.
• In the case that M = Cat a left adjoint i : 1 //R is the same as
an initial object i in R. The right skew monoidal structure  on
R induced by i is given by the second projection a  b = b, it is
strictly associative and left unital. The right unitor is the unique
arrow a i = i //a in R.
• WhenM is a locally discrete monoidal bicategory, in other words,
a monoidal category regarded as a monoidal bicategory, the only
example is I itself since adjunctions inM are the isomorphisms.
• In the case of M = Modk an adjunction as in the Lemma 4.12
amounts to a finitely generated and projective module P in Mod-R
[Str07, Section 5]. This module P induces a right skew monoidal
structure P on Mod-R. The case where P = RR is simple yet
illuminating; the skew monoidal product on Mod-R is A R B :=
A⊗R R ⊗B ∼= A⊗B, the unit is R, the associator is an invertible
transformation, and the unitors are given below.
λ : B
η⊗1
// R⊗B ∼= R
R
B
b  // 1⊗ b
ρ : A
R
R ∼= A⊗R
A⊗
R
ε
// A
a⊗ r  // ar
Furthermore, under Szlachányi’s equivalence, this skew monoidal
category corresponds to the simplest R-bialgebroid B = R◦⊗ R
[Böh09, Example 3.2.3.].
In the general case, the skew monoidal product P on Mod-R
is AP B := A⊗R P ∗ ⊗B, the skew unit is P , the associator is an
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invertible transformation, and the unitors are given below.
λ : B
η⊗1
// P⊗
R
P ∗ ⊗B ∼= P 
P
B ρ : AP P
∼= A⊗
R
P ∗ ⊗ P
A⊗
R
ε
// A
And if P 6= R, then the skew monoidal structure P does not
correspond to an R-bialgebroid under [Szl12, Theorem 9.1] since
a necessary condition is that the skew unit is equal to RR.
4.14. Bidualities.
Definition 4.15. A right bidual of an object R of M is an object R◦
equipped with a unit n : I //R◦R and a counit e : RR◦ //I arrows, and
two cells ςl and ςr called left and right triangle (or snake) isomorphisms,
R◦ n1 //
1

R◦RR◦
1e

∼=
ςl
R◦
RR◦R
e1

∼= ςr
R
1noo
1

R
satisfying the swallowtail equations below.
RR◦
1n1 &&
1
((
1
$$
RR◦
e

RR◦RR◦
11e

e11 88∼ =ςr1
∼=1ςl
I
RR◦
e
88
∼=
=
RR◦
e 11
e

I
I
n 00
n

R◦R
=
R◦R
11n

1

I
n
88
n

R◦RR◦R
1e1
&&
∼=
1ςr
R◦R
n11
88
1
;;
∼=
R◦R∼ =ςl1
This situation is denoted by R a R◦and called a biduality inM. Left biduals
are defined as right biduals inMop rev. A monoidal bicategoryM that has
right biduals for every object is called right autonomous (or right rigid); if
instead M has left biduals it is called left autonomous, and if it has both
left and right bidualsM is called autonomous.
Example 4.16. This is what bidualities look like in our prototypical monoidal
bicategories.
• In Modk for a commutative ring k, the bidual of a k-algebra R is the
opposite algebra R◦, which has the same underlying k-vector space
but the reverse multiplication.
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• In Spanco every set is self-bidual, the unit and counit of the bidu-
ality are constructed with the unique comonoid structure (duplic-
ate/discard) that every set has.
• In V-Prof for a symmetric monoidal category V, the bidual of a
V-category A is the opposite category Aop.
• In Cat with the cartesian product (and in fact in any cartesian mon-
oidal bicategory) a biduality is far too restrictive, because for a bi-
duality C a C◦ to exist both categories C and C◦have to be equivalent
to the terminal category.
Remark 4.17. Right biduals are unique up to equivalence and a biduality R a
R◦ induces a monoidale R◦R with the structure below. We call enveloping
monoidales those monoidales that arise from bidualities.
Product Unit
R◦RR◦R 1e1 // R◦R I n //R◦R
Associator Left and right unitors
R◦RR◦RR◦R 1e11 //
11e1

R◦RR◦R
1e1

R◦RR◦R
1e1
//
∼=
R◦R
R◦R n1 //
1

R◦RR◦R
1e1

∼= 1ςr
R◦R1noo
1

∼=
ςl1
R◦R
The pentagon axiom (SKM1) is an instance of the coherence of the inter-
change law in M, and the triangle axiom (SKM2) is exactly one of the
swallowtail equations of the biduality.
Remark 4.18. It is possible to generalise the fact that an adjunction F a G
in Cat is also given by a pair of functors F , G and a natural isomorphism of
sets hom(Fx, y) ∼= hom(x,Gy) to the case of biadjunctions in a tricategory
(see [Ver92, Example 1.1.7] for biadjunctions between bicategories). Given
a biduality R a R◦ in a monoidal bicategory M there exists an adjoint
equivalence M(RX,Y ) ' M(X,R◦Y ) equipped with some other structure
that satisfies some coherence equations. Hence, every autonomous monoidal
bicategory M is a right closed monoidal bicategory [DS97, Section 2] with
right internal hom given by [X,Y ] := X◦Y . This allows us to think of the
enveloping monoidale R◦R as the endo-hom monoidale.
An opmonoidal arrow whose source is the monoidal unit I may be called
an internal comonoid of the target skew monoidale. If M = Cat, internal
comonoids of a (skew) monoidal category are precisely comonoids in the
(skew) monoidal category. Now, even if the monoidal bicategory M is not
right closed monoidal or autonomous, for an object R with a bidual R◦ we
may still talk about internal comonoids of the enveloping monoidale R◦R.
These are opmonoidal arrows I //R◦R , and it is not hard to see that under
transposition internal comonoids of R◦R correspond to comonads on R. We
will continue discussing these concepts in Remark 6.6 and Remark 6.9 below.
Lemma 4.19. For every two bidualities R a R◦ and S a S◦ in M there is
an adjoint equivalence of categories
M(R,S) 'M(S◦, R◦).
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More generally,
M(RX,Y S) 'M(XS◦, R◦Y ).

Remark 4.20. If M is right autonomous, the axiom of choice allows us to
choose a bidual R◦ for every object R, thus the equivalence of Lemma 4.19
gives rise to a strong monoidal pseudofunctor in the up to equivalence sense
since (XY )◦' Y ◦X◦.
Mrev op ( )
◦
//M
This pseudofunctor is also locally an equivalence in the sense that, for every
pair of objects, its action on homs is an equivalence. Furthermore, if M is
autonomous ( )◦ is a strong monoidal biequivalence of monoidal bicategories
[Str80, 1.33 for definition]. Its pseudoinverse takes an object to its chosen left
bidual, thus ( )◦ is essentially surjective on objects (in the up to equivalence
sense) by the existence of left biduals and the uniqueness up to equivalence of
right biduals. This appears first in [DS97, Section 2] but the authors forget
to mention left autonomy. This biequivalence allows us to transpose many
structures without losing information, for example, adjunctions.
Lemma 4.21. For every two bidualities S a S◦ and R a R◦ in M, ad-
junctions f∗ a f∗ : S //R are in correspondence with adjunctions f◦ a f◦ :
S◦ //R◦.

The adjunction f◦a f◦ is called the opposite or mate adjunction of f∗ a f∗.
In what follows adjunctions where S = I and their opposites are constantly
used, so we spell out the opposite adjunction to have at hand for future
calculations.
R
i∗

i
EE
a
I
i◦ : I
n // R◦R 1i
∗
// R◦
i◦ : R◦ i1 // RR◦ e // I
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
Note that the associated monad of i◦ a i◦ has the same underlying arrow
as the monad for i a i∗ up to isomorphism, but the multiplication is the
opposite one.
4.22. Coalgebroids. We close this section with the example that gave this
paper its name. We use Sweedler’s notation δ(c) =
∑
c(1)⊗c(2) for the image
of an element c ∈ C under a morphism of modules δ : C //C ⊗ C . Recall
the definition of an R|S-coalgebroid ([Szl05, Definition 1.1] or [Böh09, pp.
185]) which first appeared under the name R|S-coring in [Tak87, Definition
3.5].
Definition 4.23. Let R and S be k-algebras for a commutative ring k. An
R|S-coalgebroid consists of a module C in RS-Mod-RS, a morphism called
comultiplication δ : C //C ⊗S C in RS-Mod-RS in which C ⊗S C uses the
two-sided R-module structure given by r.(c⊗ c′).r′ = cr′ ⊗ rc′, that is
(i) δ(scs′) =
∑
sc(1) ⊗ c(2)s′
(ii) δ(rcr′) =
∑
c(1)r
′ ⊗ rc(2)
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and a morphism called counit ε : C //S in S-Mod-S, that is
(iii) ε(scs′) = sε(c)s′
subject to the following axioms.
(iv)
∑
rc(1) ⊗ c(2) =
∑
c(1) ⊗ c(2)r
(v) ε(rc) = ε(cr)
(vi) (C, ε, δ) forms a comonoid in the monoidal category S-Mod-S
Note that axiom (iv) may be rewritten using the two-sided R-action on
C ⊗S C given by r·(c ⊗ c′)·r′ = (rc) ⊗ (c′r′), which is different than the
action used in (ii).
(iv’) r·δ(c) = δ(c)·r, the image of the comultiplication δ is in the R-
centralizer of C ⊗S C.
According to [Tak87], [Szl05], or [Phù08], conditions (iv) and (v) are lo-
gically equivalent. In Example 6.13 at the end of Section 6, we give another
equivalent and simpler definition of a coalgebroid by using the tool developed
in that section: oplax actions.
It is immediate from the definition of an R|S-coalgebroid that if R = k
then conditions (ii), (iv), and (v) are trivial, thus a k|S-coalgebroid is nothing
but a comonoid in S-Mod-S, i.e. an S-coring. Going up one dimension, since
S-Mod-S is a hom category of the monoidal bicategory Modk, then an S-
coring is a comonad in Modk on S. And, as mentioned in Remark 4.18,
comonads correspond to opmonoidal arrows by transposition, which implies
that k|S-coalgebroids correspond to opmonoidal arrows k //S◦S .
In fact, all R|S-coalgebroids are opmonoidal arrows; the following lemma
is the behaviour on objects of an isomorphism of bicategories between the
full subbicategory OpMone(Modk) of OpMon(Modk) on the enveloping mon-
oidales in Modk, and the bicategory Cgbk, defined in [Szl05], whose objects
are k-algebras and arrows R //S are R|S-coalgebroids.
OpMone(Modk) ∼= Cgbk
In the proof, there are modules that have more than two actions with respect
to the same k-algebra as well as tensor products of these modules over one
or more of these actions. To avoid confusion, we use coloured k-algebras as
subscripts for modules and tensor products to distinguish which actions are
being used while tensoring. For example, RMS is a module in R-Mod-S, and
with another module SNT we can form the tensor product RMS ⊗
S
SNT to
get a module RLT .
Lemma 4.24. For a commutative ring k, opmonoidal arrows in the bicate-
gory Modk of the form C : R◦R //S◦S are R|S-coalgebroids.
Proof.
The isomorphism R◦R-Mod-S◦S ∼= RS-Mod-RS is used without changing
the name of the modules. Let C be an opmonoidal arrow as in the statement.
One may rewrite the structure cell C0 in the language of the category Mod-
S◦S instead of the language of the monoidal bicategoryModk. Both notations
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are shown below.
k
n

n

6>C0
R◦R
C
// S◦S
RR◦R ⊗
R◦R
R◦RCS◦S
C0 // SS◦S
And module morphisms C0 are in bijective correspondence with morphisms
ε : C //S in S-Mod-S for which the condition (v) ε(rc) = ε(cr) is satisfied.
Now, one needs to be more careful with the structure cell C2 as there are
several R-actions which may be confusing. Here is where the colours are
most helpful; C2 is a cell in Modk as follows.
R◦RR◦R CC //
1e1

;CC2
S◦SS◦S
1e1

R◦R
C
// S◦S
But now, one may rewrite it in the language of R◦RR◦R-Mod-S◦S, hence C2
is a module morphism with source and target as shown below.
(R◦RR◦⊗ RR◦R⊗ RRR) ⊗
R◦R
R◦RCS◦S
C2
**
(R◦RCS◦S ⊗ R◦RCS◦S) ⊗
S◦SS◦S
(S◦SS◦⊗ SS◦S ⊗ SSS)
The source may be simplified as follows,
(R◦RR◦⊗ RR◦R⊗ RRR) ⊗
R◦R
R◦RCS◦S ∼= RR◦R⊗ R◦RCS◦S
and the target is simplified as below.
(R◦RCS◦S ⊗ R◦RCS◦S) ⊗
S◦SS◦S
(S◦SS◦⊗ SS◦S ⊗ SSS)
∼= (R◦RCS◦S ⊗ R◦RCS◦S) ⊗
SS◦
SS◦S
∼= R◦RCS◦S ⊗
S
R◦RCS◦S
Thus in R◦RR◦R-Mod-S◦S, module morphisms C2 are in bijection with mod-
ule morphisms of the following form,
RR◦R⊗ R◦RCS◦S // R◦RCS◦S ⊗
S
R◦RCS◦S
which in turn are in bijection with module morphisms
δ : R◦RCS◦S //R◦CS◦S ⊗
S
RCS◦S
in R◦R-Mod-S◦S which satisfy (iv)
∑
rc(1) ⊗ c(2) =
∑
c(1) ⊗ c(2)r, by using
the R-actions. Now that we have translated the data, the three axioms of
a comonoid for (C, ε, δ) translate exactly into the those of an opmonoidal
arrow for (C,C0, C2). 
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5. Opmonoidal a Monoidal Adjunctions and Opmonadicity
We dedicate this section to investigating the interaction between opmon-
oidal arrows R◦R //N and certain opmonadic adjunctions. In particular,
we study opmonadic adjunctions where the left adjoint is opmonoidal and
the right adjoint is monoidal. This “opmonoidal a monoidal opmonadicity”
is one of the most powerful tools used throughout the paper, providing us
with non-trivial equivalences of categories. But for that, we require that
opmonadic adjunctions behave well with respect to the overall structure of
the monoidal bicategory.
Definition 5.1. An opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory M, is a mon-
oidal bicategory such that
• Tensoring with objects on either side preserves opmonadicity.
• Composing with arrows on either side preserves any existing reflex-
ive coequaliser in the hom categories.
A fairly common behaviour of an adjunction in a monoidal bicategory
M between objects that have a (skew) monoidal structure is that the left
adjoint is opmonoidal while the right adjoint is monoidal. Surprisingly, these
two properties are logically equivalent: for if an opmonoidal arrow has a
right adjoint, then the mates of its opmonoidal constraints provide the right
adjoint with a monoidal structure and vice versa. Moreover, the right adjoint
is strong monoidal if and only if the left adjoint, the unit, and the counit are
all opmonoidal, in which case the whole adjunction is in SkOpMon(M). All
of this fits along with a phenomenon called doctrinal adjunction described
in [Kel74].
Definition 5.2. An opmonoidal a monoidal adjunction f a g in a monoidal
category M, is an adjunction between (skew) monoidales where the left
adjoint is opmonoidal and the right adjoint is monoidal.
Here are some examples of opmonoidal a monoidal adjunctions.
Lemma 5.3. For every right skew monoidale (M,m, u, α, λ, ρ), the unit
u : I //M is an opmonoidal arrow, where I has the trivial monoidal struc-
ture. The opmonoidal constraints are given by the diagrams below.
I
uu //
1

u

;Cλu
MM
m

I u
// M
I
1

u

I u
// M

Remark 5.4. As a consequence, every arrow i : I //R that has a right adjoint
i∗ is automatically opmonoidal, taking the skew monoidal structure on R
induced by the adjunction i a i∗ in Lemma 4.12. In other words, every
adjunction such that the source of the left adjoint is I is automatically an
“opmonoidal a monoidal adjunction”. In general, the unit and counit are
neither monoidal nor opmonoidal.
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Proposition 5.5. For every biduality R a R◦ and every adjunction i a i∗
the equality between the triangles below holds.
I
i

n
i◦

R◦R1i∗
}}
1

+31εR◦
1i ((
R
i◦1
//
∼=
R◦R
=
∼=
I
i

n

4<ε◦1
R◦R
i◦1
xx
1

R
i◦1
// R◦R
Furthermore, taking the skew monoidal structure on R induced by the adjunc-
tion i a i∗ as in Lemma 4.12, and the enveloping monoidale R◦R induced by
the biduality R a R◦ as in Remark 4.17, the arrow i◦1 : R //R◦R is an op-
monoidal arrow and its structure cells are the triangle above and the square
below.
RR
1i◦1//
i∗1

RR◦R
i◦111//
e1

R◦RR◦R
1e1

∼=
R
i◦1
//
∼=
R◦R
Proof.
The equality between the triangular cells in the statement follows either
by direct calculation using the definition of ε◦ in terms of ε, or by transposing
both triangles along the equivalence M(I,R◦R) ' M(R,R), and noticing
that this yields the cell ε in each case. Now we prove that i◦1 is opmonoidal;
axiom (OM1) follows from the calculation below, and axioms (OM2) and
(OM3) are verified in a similar way.
R◦RR◦RR◦R
1e111
&&
RR◦RR◦R
i◦11111
OO
e111

RRR
i◦1i◦1i◦1
88
1i∗1

i∗11
&&
11i◦1
// RRR◦R
1i◦111 88
i∗111 **
∼=
R◦RR◦R
1e1

∼ =
RR◦R
e1



i◦111 88
∼ =
RR
i∗1

1i◦1 88∼=
∼=
RR
i∗1
&&
∼=
R◦R
R
i◦1
88
∼=
=
R◦RR◦RR◦R
1e111
&&
RR◦RR◦R
i◦11111
OO
e111

RRR
i◦1i◦1i◦1
88
1i∗1

11i◦1
// RRR◦R
1i◦111 88
i∗111 **
11e1

∼=
R◦RR◦R
1e1

∼=
∼ =
RR◦R
e1



i◦111 88
∼ =
RR
i∗1
&&
∼=
R◦R
R
i◦1
88
∼=
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=
R◦RR◦RR◦R
1e111
&&
RRR
i◦1i◦1i◦1
88
1i∗1

11i◦1

∼=
RR◦RR◦R
i◦11111
HH
11e1



e111
))
R◦RR◦R
1e1

RRR◦R
1i◦111
88
1e1



RR◦R
e1



i◦111 88
∼=
∼=
RR◦R
e111

∼=
RR
i∗1
&&
1i◦1
88
∼=
R◦R∼ =
R
i◦1
88
∼=
=
R◦RR◦RR◦R
1e111
&&
111e1

RRR
i◦1i◦1i◦1
88
1i∗1

11i◦1

∼=
RR◦RR◦R
i◦11111
HH
11e1



R◦RR◦R
1e1

RRR◦R
1i◦111
88
1e1



∼= R◦RR◦R
1e1
&&
∼=
RR◦R
e111

i◦11
88
∼=
RR
i∗1
&&
1i◦1
88
∼=
R◦R∼ =
R
i◦1
88∼ =

In Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.5 we exhibit two opmonoidal left adjoints
i : I //R and i◦1 : R //R◦R which may be composed into a new opmonoidal
left adjoint i◦i : I //R◦R . And by a doctrinal adjunction argument, the
opmonoidal structures on the left adjoints i, i◦1 and i◦i induce monoidal
structures on the right adjoints i∗, i◦1 and i◦i∗ which in general are not
strong monoidal, hence these adjunctions do not belong to OpMon(M).
5.6. A Bicategorical Theorem. We proceed with one of the main results:
in an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategoryM the functor
SkOpMon(i◦1, N) : OpMon(R◦R,N) '
// SkOpMon(R,N)
is an equivalence of categories, provided that the opmonoidal arrow i◦1 in
Proposition 5.5 is opmonadic, and N is a genuine monoidale (not just a skew
one). This is stated formally as Theorem 5.9 below. Its proof uses some of
the important techniques employed throughout this paper, and it naturally
breaks down into two parts: an isomorphism followed by an equivalence
of categories, therefore, to gain some clarity we present these separately in
Lemma 5.8 and Theorem 5.9 below. Taking the middle step and most of
the technicalities, there is a category that we denote by X (R,N). One way
to informally interpret the category X (R,N) is as follows: its objects are
opmonoidal arrows R //N equipped with a module structure for the monad
induced by the adjunction
R◦R
i◦1

i◦1
EE
a
R
together with compatibility conditions between the opmonoidal and the mod-
ule structures which involve the “opmonoidal a monoidal” structure of the
adjunction i◦1 a i◦1. What we show in Lemma 5.8 is that this extra mod-
ule structure on the opmonoidal arrows R //N is in fact redundant, hence
the isomorphism X (R,N) ∼= SkOpMon(R,N). And when i◦1 a i◦1 is op-
monadic the category X (R,N) of “opmonoidal a monoidal modules” (as we
may informally call them) is equivalent to OpMon(R◦R,N), as some sort of
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“opmonoidal a monoidal opmonadicity”.
R◦R
i◦1

i◦1
EE
a
R
 //
M(R◦R,N) 'M(R,N)M(t1,N)
M(i◦1,N)

M(i◦1,N)
GG
a
M(R,N)
 //
OpMon(R◦R,N) ' X (R,N)
' OpMon(i◦1,N)

SkOpMon(R,N)
We now make this precise.
Definition 5.7. For a right skew monoidale (N,m, u), a biduality R a R◦,
and an adjunction i◦a i◦ inM,
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
the category X (R,N) has objects pairs (D,ϕ) where D : R //N is an op-
monoidal arrow inM and ϕ is a cell
R
i◦1
//
D
$$
R◦R
i◦1
//
KS
ϕ
R
D
// N
satisfying five axioms: two which assert that ϕ is an action for the monad
induced by the adjunction i◦1 a i◦1, and three of which express the following
compatibility between ϕ and the opmonoidal constraints of D.
7?D0
I
i

u

R
i◦1
//
D
$$
KS
ϕ
R◦R
i◦1
// R
D
// N
=
∼=
I
i

n

i

u

3;ε◦1
R◦R
i◦1
zz
1

;CD0
R
i◦1
// R◦R
i◦1
//
∼=
R
D
// N
(X1)
NN
m
**
RR
DD 33
i◦11

KS
ϕD
N
R◦RR
i◦11

QY
D2
RR
i∗1 **
DD
JJ
R
D
JJ
=
NN
m
**
RR
DD 33
i∗1
**
i◦11

KS
D2 N
R
D
33
i◦1

KS
ϕR◦RR
1i∗1
**
i◦11

∼=
R◦R
i◦1

RR
i∗1 **
∼=
R
D
JJ
(X2)
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NN
m
**RR
DD 33
1i◦1

KS
Dϕ
N
RR◦R
1i◦1

QY
D2
RR
i∗1 **
DD
JJ
R
D
JJ
=
NN
m
**RR
DD 33
i∗1

1i◦1

N
KS
D2
RR◦R
1i◦1

1
!!
∼=
FN
1ε◦1 RR◦R
e1

∼ =
RR
i∗1 **
1i◦1
GG
R
D
JJ
(X3)
And an arrow γ : (D,ϕ) //(D′, ϕ′) in X (R,N) is defined as an opmonoidal
cell γ : D //D′ inM which preserves the actions ϕ and ϕ′, in the sense of
the equation below.
R
i◦1
//
D′

R◦R
i◦1
//
KS
ϕ′
R
D
//
D′

KS
γ
N
=
R
i◦1
//
D
$$
D′

R◦R
i◦1
//
KS
ϕ
KS
γ
R
D
// N
(X4)
Composition and identities are defined as inM(R,N).
Lemma 5.8. For every monoidale (N,m, u), every biduality R a R◦, and
every adjunction i◦a i◦ inM
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
the forgetful functor F : X (R,N) //SkOpMon(R,N) is an isomorphism of
categories.
Proof.
It is clear that F is faithful. To see that F is injective on objects observe
that for an object (D,ϕ) of X (R,N) the following calculation exhibits ϕ
purely in terms of the opmonoidal constraints D0 and D2 of D (note the
need for N to be left normal).
R
i◦1
//
D
$$
R◦R
i◦1
//
KS
ϕ
R
D
// N
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(OM3)
=
R
i1

D
$$
1
  
IQ
D0D
+3η1
N
u1

1
~~
RR
i∗1

DD
$$IQ
D2 NN
m

∼
=
R
i◦1
//
D
$$
R◦R
i◦1
//
KS
ϕ
R
D
// N
(X2)
=
R
i1

D
$$
1
  
IQ
D0D
+3η1
N
u1

1
~~
RR
i∗1

i◦11
//
DD
$$
R◦RR
i◦1
//
1i∗1

KS
ϕD
RR
DD
//
i∗1

<DD2
NN
m

∼
=
R
i◦1
//
∼=
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼=
R
D
// N
(X1)
=
R
1
  
i1

n1 //
i1

D
$$
+3η1
7?ε◦11
R◦RR
i◦11

1

DL
D0D
N
u1

1
~~
RR
i∗1

i◦11
// R◦RR
i◦1
//
1i∗1

∼=
RR
DD //
i∗1

<DD2
NN
m

∼
=
R
i◦1
//
∼=
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼=
R
D
// N
=
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m

PX
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
FN
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D
BB
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
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Now, to see that F is surjective on objects take an arbitrary opmonoidal
arrow D in OpMon(R,N), then let ϕ be the cell below.
R
i◦1
//
D
$$
R◦R
i◦1
//
KS
ϕ
R
D
// N
:=
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m

PX
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
FN
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D
BB
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
(5.1)
This cell ϕ exhibits D as an object of X (R,N). We shall prove the five
axioms that make it happen, starting with the two that make ϕ into an
action for the monad induced by i◦1 a i◦1.
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m

PX
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
FN
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D
BB
1
AAKS
η◦1
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
=
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m

PX
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
FN
D2
R
i1
99
D
BB
1
AA
KS
η1 R
D
// N
(OM3)
=
N
u1
%%
1

1
++
∼=
NN
m

∼=
R
D
BB
1
// R
D
// N
= idD
The proof of the second axiom requires N to be a genuine monoidale (not
just a skew left normal one).
N
u1
%%
1
''
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m
99
∼=
NN
m

PX
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
EM
D2
PX
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
FN
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D
BB
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D
BB
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
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=
N
u1
%%
1
''
N
u1
%% 1

∼=NN
m
99
∼=
u11 //
+3D
0DD
NNN
1m //
∼=
+3DD
2
NN
m

PX
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
i11
//
DD
BB
RRR
1i∗1
//
DDD
BB
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
BB
FN
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D
EE
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
∼ =
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
(OM1)
=
N
u1
%%
u1

1
''
N
u1
%%
1



NN
m
99
∼=
u11 // NNN
1m //
m1

∼=
NN
m

∼=
NN
1u1
66∼=
NN
m

∼=
RR
DD
BB
1i1
%%
Ya
DD0D
PX
D2D
GO
D2
RR
DD
BB
i∗1

OW
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
i11
//
∼ =
RRR
1i∗1
//
DDD
FF
i∗11
99
RR
i∗1
%%
∼ =
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
i1
BB
D
GG
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
∼ =
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
(SKM3)
(OM2)
=
N
u1
%%
u1

1
''
N
1



NN
m
77
∼=
u11
//
1

NNN
m1

∼=
NN
1u1
66
1 //
∼= ∼=
NN
m

RR
DD
BB
1i1
%%
i∗1 //
1
&&
KS
ε1
R i1 //
GO
D2
RR
DD
BB
i∗1

OW
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
i11
//
∼ =
RRR
1i∗1
//
i∗11
99
∼ =
RR
i∗1
%%
∼ =
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
i1
BB
D
GG
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
∼ =
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
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(SKM5)
=
N
u1
''
u1

1
''
N
1

NN
m 66
∼=
1

NN
1 // NN
m

RR
DD ??
1
,,
HP
D2
RR
DD
??
i∗1

NV
D0D
R
i◦1
//
i1
??
D
EE
R◦R
i◦1
//
1

KS
ε◦1
R
i◦1
// R◦R
i◦1
// R
D
// N
=
N
u1
''
1

∼=
NN
m
##
NV
D0D
RR
DD 77
i∗1
''
HP
D2∼ =
R
i◦1
//
i1
77
D
EE
R◦R
i◦1
//
1
  
KS
ε◦1
R
i◦1
// R◦R
i◦1
// R
D
// N
The axiom (X1) holds.
I
u //
i

KS
D0
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m

PX
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
FN
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D
BB
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
=
I
u //
u
))
i

i

EM
D0
N
u1
&&
1

∼=
N
1u //
∼=
NN
m

R 1i //
D
88 PX
DD0
RR
i∗1
&&
DD
88
GO
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
88∼=
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
(SKM5)
=
I
u //
i

i &&
KS
D0
N
1u
&&
1

∼=
R
1i 
D
AA
KS
DD0 NN
m

RR
i∗1
&&
DD
88
GO
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
88∼=
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
(OM2)
=
I
u //
i

i %%
KS
D0
N 1

R
1i 
D
CC
i∗
%%
1

>Fε
RR
i∗1
%%
I
i

R
i◦1
//
i1
99∼=
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
=
I
u

i

i
##
n

BJ
D0
N
R◦R
1

i◦1
 8@ε◦1
R
i◦1
// R◦R
i◦1
// R
D
// N
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The axiom (X2) holds.
∼=
NN
m
))
NN
u11

1 55
N
RR
DD 55
i◦11

i11

GO
D0DD
NNN
m1
AA
∼=RRR
i∗11

DDD
HH
X`
D2D
R◦RR
i◦11

QY
D2
RR
i∗1 ))
DD
JJ
R
D
JJ
(OM1)
=
∼=
NN
m
))
NN
u11

1 55
N
RR
DD 55
i◦11

i11

GO
D0DD
NNN
m1
AA
1m
))
NN
m
AA
∼=
∼=RRR
i∗11

DDD
HH
1i∗1 ))
U]
DD2
R◦RR
i◦11

RR
i∗1

DD
HH
X`
D2
RR
i∗1 ))
∼=
R
D
JJ
(SKM3)
=
NN
m
))
NN
u11

m
))
1 55
∼=
N
RR
DD 55
i◦11

i11

GO
D0DD
N
u1

1 55
∼=
NNN
1m
))
NN
m
AA
∼=RRR
i∗11

DDD
HH
1i∗1 ))
U]
DD2
R◦RR
i◦11

RR
i∗1

DD
HH
X`
D2
RR
i∗1 ))
∼=
R
D
JJ
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=
NN
m
))
NN
m
))
1 55
∼=
N
RR
DD 55
i◦11

i11

i∗1
))
KS
D2 N
u1

1 55
R
D 55
i1

GO
D0D
NN
m
AA
∼=RRR
i∗11

1i∗1 ))
∼=
R◦RR
i◦11

RR
i∗1

DD
HH
X`
D2
RR
i∗1 ))
∼=
R
D
JJ
=
NN
m
))
NN
m
))
1 55
∼=
N
RR
DD 55
i◦11

i∗1
))
KS
D2 N
u1

1 55
R
D 55
i1

i◦1

GO
D0D
NN
m
AA
R◦RR
i◦11

1i∗1 ))
∼=
∼=RR
i∗1

DD
HH
X`
D2
R◦R
i◦1

RR
i∗1 ))
∼=
R
D
JJ
The axiom (X3) holds.
∼=
NN
m
))
NN
1u1

1 55
N
RR
DD 55
1i◦1

1i1

GO
DD0D
NNN
1m
AA
∼=RRR
1i∗1

DDD
HH
X`
DD2
RR◦R
1i◦1

QY
D2
RR
i∗1 ))
DD
JJ
R
D
JJ
(OM1)
=
∼=
NN
m
))
NN
1u1

1 55
N
RR
DD 55
1i◦1

1i1

GO
DD0D
NNN
1m
AA
m1
))
NN
m
AA
∼=
∼=RRR
1i∗1

DDD
HH
i∗11 ))
U]
D2D
RR◦R
1i◦1

RR
i∗1

DD
HH
X`
D2
RR
i∗1 ))
∼=
R
D
JJ
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(SKM2)
=
NN
m
))
NN
1u1

1 55
1

N
RR
DD 55
1i◦1

1i1

GO
DD0D ∼=
NNN
m1
))
NN
m
AA
∼=RRR
1i∗1

DDD
HH
i∗11 ))
U]
D2D
RR◦R
1i◦1

RR
i∗1

DD
HH
X`
D2
RR
i∗1 ))
∼=
R
D
JJ
(OM2)
=
NN
m
))
NN
1 55
1

N
RR
DD 55
1i◦1

1i1

i∗1

1

<Dε1
R
i1
##
NN
m
AA
∼=RRR
1i∗1

i∗11 ))RR◦R
1i◦1

RR
i∗1

DD
HH
X`
D2
RR
i∗1 ))
∼=
R
D
JJ
=
NN
m
))
NN
1 55
1

N
RR
DD 55
1i◦1

1

NN
m
AA
RR◦R
1i◦1

1

RR
i∗1

DD
HH
X`
D2
FN
1ε◦1
RR◦R
e1

RR
i∗1 ))
1i◦1
DD
∼ =
R
D
JJ
Hence F is surjective on objects. Now, these actions defined purely in terms
of the opmonoidal constraints turn every opmonoidal cell γ : D //D′ into
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an arrow in X (R,N), because as one can see below the axiom (X4) holds.
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m

OW
D0D
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
FN
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D
FF
D′
44
ck
γ
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
(OM5)
=
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m

RZ
D′0D′
RR
i∗1
%%
DD
99
D′D′ ++
U]
γγ
FN
D2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D′
44
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
// N
(OM4)
=
N
u1
%%
1

∼=
NN
m

RZ
D′0D′
RR
i∗1
%%
D′D′ ++
EM
D′2
R
i◦1
//
i1
99
D′
44
R◦R
i◦1
//
∼ =
R
D
//
D′

KS
γ
N
Thus F is full and therefore invertible. 
Theorem 5.9. LetM be an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory in the
sense of Definition 5.1. For every monoidale (N,m, u), every biduality R a
R◦, and every opmonadic adjunction i◦a i◦ inM
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
precomposition with i◦1 : R //R◦R defines an equivalence of categories.
OpMon(R◦R,N) ' SkOpMon(R,N)
Proof.
By Proposition 5.5 i◦1 is an opmonoidal arrow, thus precomposition along
this arrow in SkOpMon(M) is a well defined functor.
SkOpMon(i◦1, N) : OpMon(R◦R,N) //SkOpMon(R,N)
Let G be the composite of SkOpMon(i◦1, N) followed by the inverse of the
isomorphism F in Lemma 5.8 which equips an opmonoidal arrow with its
canonical module structure (5.1) for the monad induced by i◦1 a i◦1. We
shall now see that the functor G is an equivalence of categories.
G : OpMon(R◦R,N)
SkOpMon(i◦1,N)
// SkOpMon(R,N)
F−1
∼=
// X (R,N)
Faithfulness of G follows easily because precomposing with the opmonadic
arrow i◦1 is faithful inM, and since the forgetful functor
SkOpMon(R◦R,N) //M(R◦R,N)
is faithful so is precomposing with i◦1 in SkOpMon(M). Now, the functor G
is essentially surjective on objects and full, mainly due to the opmonadicity
of i◦a i◦. Remember that opmonadicity inM is preserved by tensoring with
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objects, so i◦1 a i◦1 is opmonadic, and so for an object (D,ϕ) in X (R,N),
the action cell ϕ induces an arrow C : R◦R //N and an isomorphism
R
i◦1 &&
D // N
R◦R
C
88∼ = (5.2)
such that the following equation holds.
R
i◦1 
D //
N
R◦R
i◦1 
1 //KS
ε◦1
∼ =
R◦R
C
??
R
i◦1
??
=
R
i◦1 
D //
FNϕ
N
R◦R
i◦1 
R◦R
C
??
∼=
R
i◦1
??
D
00
(5.3)
Now, since i◦1 a i◦1 is an opmonadic adjunction, its counit ε◦1 is a coe-
qualiser, and then, by hypothesis, the cell
In
xx
R◦R
i◦1

1

5=ε◦1
R
i◦1
&&
N
R◦R C
88
(5.4)
is the coequaliser of the parallel pair of cells below.
R◦R
i◦1

1
zz
#+
ε◦1
I
noo
R
i◦1

R◦R
i◦1 
N
R
i◦1
// R◦R
C
??
R◦R
i◦1

I
noo
R
i◦1

R◦R
i◦1 
1

CKε◦1
N
R
i◦1
// R◦R
C
??
(5.5)
Taking this into account, one may read axiom (X1) for (D,ϕ) as saying that
precomposing the cell below with each of the parallel cells (5.5) gives the
same result.
I
n
xx
u

i

5=D0
R◦R
i◦1

∼=
R
i◦1 &&
D // N
R◦R
C
88
∼ =
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Ergo, by universality of the coequaliser (5.4) there exists a cell
I
n

u

5=C0
R◦R
C
// N
such that the following equation holds.
I
i

n

u

∼=
R◦R
i◦1
||
1
5=ε◦1
5=C0
R
i◦1
// R◦R
C
// N
=
I
i

u

>FD0
∼=
R
i◦1
//
D
!!
R◦R
C
// N
(5.6)
The axioms (X2) and (X3) say precisely that D2 is a morphism of modules
for the monads induced by the opmonadic adjunctions
R◦RR
i◦11

i◦11
EE
a
RR
RR◦R
1i◦1

1i◦1
EE
a
RR
with the obvious actions on the target of D2 for each of the monads, and the
following actions on the source of D2.
R i◦1
%%
D

∼=
DLϕ
R◦R
i◦1
%%
∼=
RR
i◦11
//
i∗1
CC
R◦RR
i◦11
//
1i∗1 99
RR
i∗1
// R
D
// N
RR◦R
e1
!!
RR
1i◦1
//
i∗1

RR◦R
1i◦1
//
1 11RZ
1ε◦1
∼ =
RR
i∗1
//
1i◦1
AA
∼ =
R
D
// N
Hence, one may read the axioms (X2) and (X3) for (D,ϕ) as saying that
D2 is a morphism of modules for the monad induced by the adjunction
i◦1i◦1 a i◦1i◦1 (below left). This adjunction is opmonadic by hypothesis, and
so it induces a cell C2 (as shown on the right)
R◦RR◦R
i◦1i◦1

i◦1i◦1
EE
a
RR
R◦RR◦RCC//
1e1

;CC2
NN
m

R◦R
C
// N
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such that the following equation holds.
RR
i◦1i◦1 ((
i∗1

DD // NN
m

R◦RR◦R
CC
66
1e1

∼ =
EM
C2
R
i◦1 ((
∼=
N
R◦R
C
66
=
RR
i∗1

DD //
EM
D2
NN
m

R
i◦1 ((
DD // N
R◦R
C
66
∼ =
(5.7)
To deduce that the data (C,C0, C2) constitute an opmonoidal arrow, first
take axiom (OM1) for the data (C,C0, C2) and apply the faithful functor
given by precomposition with the opmonadic arrow
i◦1i◦1i◦1 : RRR // R◦RR◦RR◦R
to both sides of the axiom; this produces the two sides of axiom (OM1) for
D, which are equal. Then, precompose both sides of axiom (OM2) for the
data (C,C0, C2) with the opmonadic arrow i◦1 : R //R◦R , and also with the
epimorphic cell
R◦RR◦R
1
''
11i◦1

;C11ε◦1
R◦RR
11i◦1
// R◦RR◦R
at idR◦RR◦R; this produces the two sides of axiom (OM2) for D, which are
equal. And finally, precompose the two sides of axiom (OM3) for the data
(C,C0, C2) with the opmonadic arrow i◦1 : R //R◦R , and substitute the cell
below for the identity on i◦1; this produces both sides of axiom (OM3) for
D, which are equal.
R
i◦1 //
1

;Cη◦1
R◦R
i◦1

1

;Cε◦1
R
i◦1
// R◦R
=
R
i◦1 //
i1

1
,,
5=η1
R◦R
i11

n11
""
1

2:ε◦111
R◦RR◦R
i◦111
||
1

RR
1i◦1//
i∗1

RR◦R
e1

i◦111 ((
R◦RR◦R
1e1

R
i◦1
// R◦R
We have now built an opmonoidal arrow C : R◦R //N for every D and
the isomorphism (5.2) reads as G(C) ∼= D; moreover, this isomorphism is in
X (R,N) by (5.3), (5.6), and (5.7), therefore G is essentially surjective. Now,
let γ : D //D′ be an arrow in X (R,N); by the opmonadicity of i◦1 axiom
(X4) implies the existence of a cell ξ : C //C ′ inM such that the following
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equation holds.
R
i◦1 &&
D //
D′

KS
γ
N
R◦R
C
88∼ =
=
R
i◦1 &&
D′

∼ = N
R◦R
C
88
C′
''T\
ξ
To prove that ξ is an opmonoidal arrow, first precompose the two sides of
axiom (OM4) for ξ with the opmonadic arrow i◦1i◦1 : RR //R◦RR◦R ; this
produces each side of axiom (OM4) for γ, which holds true. And then,
precompose the two sides of axiom (OM5) for ξ with the epimorphic cell ε◦1
at R◦R; this produces each side of axiom (OM5) for γ, which holds true.
Therefore G is full, and consequently is an equivalence. 
Remark 5.10. Suppose that M is a right autonomous opmonadic-friendly
monoidal bicategory and that for every object there is an opmonadic ad-
junction i◦a i◦, as is the case in the examplesM = Modk andM = Spanco.
Then the equivalence in Theorem 5.9 suggests that the assignation R  //R◦R
behaves as a partial left adjoint to the forgetful functor, or as a strictification
of the skew monoidal structure on R into the monoidal structure of R◦R.
R◦R
R
_
OO
OpMonM
forget

a
SkOpMonM
GG
6. Oplax Actions
In this section we introduce a new concept that plays a central role in
this paper, we call it “oplax action”. Monoids and actions with respect to
a monoid may be defined in a context as general as a monoidal category,
but here we work one dimension higher: in the context of a monoidal bicat-
egory. Because of the extra dimension, there are various ways to generalise
the concept of a monoid in a monoidal bicategory. Examples of such gener-
alisations are monoidales and skew monoidales which we have used earlier.
In these examples the associative and unit laws do not hold strictly as they
do with monoids, but only up to a cell satisfying some coherence axioms; for
monoidales these cells must be isomorphisms, and for skew monoidales there
is no such restriction. Oplax actions are defined with respect to a fixed skew
monoidale, they generalise actions with respect to a monoid in a similar way
as skew monoidales generalise monoids. That is, the associative and unit
laws hold up to a not necessarily invertible cell satisfying some coherence
axioms. Syntactically there is no distinction between “actions” and “mod-
ules” whatever the context, but their spirit is slightly different, the former
focuses on the arrow bit while the latter focuses on the object bit. Dur-
ing this research having the arrow perspective proves to be useful. Oplax
actions arise in the following way: we know that a bialgebroid corresponds
to an opmonoidal monad on R-Mod-R which in turn corresponds to a skew
monoidal structure on Mod-R. We also know that bialgebroids are coalge-
broids with some additional structure. One is led to ask what happens when
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we focus only on the coalgebroid bit of a bialgebroid in the correspondences
above. It is known that a coalgebroid corresponds to an opmonoidal functor
R-Mod -R //S-Mod -S , and in this section we prove that these opmonoidal
functors also correspond to oplax action structures on Mod-S with respect
to a particular skew monoidal structure on Mod-R.
Definition 6.1. Let (M,u,m,α, λ, ρ) be a right skew monoidale, and let
A be an object in M. An oplax right M !-action on A consists of an arrow
a : AM //A , an associator cell a2, and a right unitor cell a0 inM
AMM
a1 //
1m

;Ca2
AM
a

AM a
// A
AM
a

A
1uoo
1

#a
0
A
satisfying the following three axioms.
AMM
a1
&&
AMMM
a11 88
11m

1m1 &&
5=α
KS
a21 AM
a

AMM
1m

a1 88
BJ
a2
AMM
1m &&
A
AM
a
88
=
AMM
a1
&&
1m

5=a2
AMMM
a11 88
11m

AM
a

AMM
a
&&
AMM
1m &&
a1
88
∼=
KS
a2 A
AM
a
88
(OLA1)
A
1

AM
a 88
11u

5=1ρ
1

AMM
1m &&
A
AM
a
88
=
A
1u

5=t0
1

AM
a 88
11u

AM
a
&&
AMM
1m &&
a1
88
∼=
KS
a2 A
AM
a
88
(OLA2)
AM
1
##
1u1 &&
1
((
5=1λ
KS
a01 AM
a

AMM
a1 88
1m

BJ
a2
A
AM
a
88
=
AM a

a 11 A
(OLA3)
Remark 6.2. One can similarly define oplax left actions, lax right actions, and
lax left actions with respect to a right skew monoidale or with respect to a
left skew monoidale. If the associator and the left unitor are isomorphisms
we speak of pseudo right actions.
For every right skew monoidale (M,u,m,α, λ, ρ) there is a regular oplax
right M -action on M given by its product arrow m : MM //M , associator
cell α, and right unitor cell ρ; axioms (OLA1), (OLA2), and (OLA3) are
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respectively axioms (SKM1), (SKM4), and (SKM5) for M . In particular,
adjunctions and bidualities induce oplax right actions because, as explained
in Lemma 4.12, an adjunction
R
i∗

i
EE
a
I
induces a right skew monoidal structure on R; and as explained in Re-
mark 4.17, a biduality R a R◦ induces the enveloping monoidale R◦R. On
the other hand, a biduality induces another pseudo action with respect to
the enveloping monoidale but on the object R, it is given by the arrow
e1 : RR◦R //R . When we think of the enveloping monoidale as an internal
endo-hom monoidale the pseudo action e1 is the internal evaluation arrow.
Example 6.3. In Cat right oplax actions with respect to a skew monoidal
category may be called oplax right actegories. These are related to right
skew monoidal bicategories as defined in [LS14, Section 3] in the following
way: a right skew monoidal bicategory B consists of a set of objects X, Y ,
and so on; for each object X a right skew monoidal category B(X,X), and
for each pair of objects X and Y a left-B(X,X) right-B(Y, Y ) oplax actegory
B(X,Y ).
Remark 6.4. Motivated by the previous example one may have chosen to
name oplax actions as skew actions. But one needs to specify if it is a right
action or left action, and also if it is right skew or left skew depending on the
direction of the cells a2 and a0. Thus the full name for right oplax actions
with this perspective would be right skew right actions which seems incon-
veniently long. Furthermore, a monoidale M in M defines a pseudomonad
by tensoring on the right _⊗M :M //M whose oplax algebras are our
oplax M -actions.
Definition 6.5. Let a and a′ be oplax rightM -actions on A. A cell of oplax
right M -actions on A from a to a′ consists of a cell ϕ inM
AM
a′
''
a
77
KS
ϕ A
satisfying the following two conditions
AMM
a′1
**
1m

;Ca′2
AM
a′

AM
a′
((
a
66
KS
ϕ A
=
AMM
1m

;Ca2
a′1
**
a1
55
KS
ϕ1 AM
a′

a

+3ϕ
AM
a
66 A
(OLA4)
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AM
a′

a

+3ϕ
A
1uoo
1

#a
′0
A
=
AM
a

A
1uoo
1

#a
0
A
(OLA5)
Oplax actions and their cells form a category OplaxAct(M ;A), compos-
ition and identities in this category are calculated at the level of their un-
derlying counterparts in M(AM,A), which means that there is a forgetful
functor.
OplaxAct(M ;A) //M(AM,A)
Remark 6.6. A glance at the axioms reveals that oplax I-actions on an ob-
ject A are nothing but comonads on A. Another point of view of this phe-
nomenon is that comonads are oplax algebras of the identity pseudomonad,
this is considered in [Lac14, Section 9]. In the classical case actions and
representations always come hand in hand, and there is no exception with
oplax actions. One may as well say that an oplax representation of a skew
monoidale M with respect to an object A is an opmonoidal arrow to the
internal endo-hom monoidale of A.
M // [A,A]
This means that we require the existence of an object [A,A] inM with the
universal propertyM(AX,A) 'M(X, [A,A]). One way it might exist is if
A has a right bidual, in which case we take the enveloping monoidale induced
by the biduality. Another way is if the monoidal bicategory has a right closed
monoidal structure as defined in [DS97, Definition 5. and Example 2.]. In
any case, right oplax actions and oplax representations are in correspondence
by the usual means of transposition. A particular case of this situation was
mentioned in Remark 4.18 where it is said that comonads on R are oplax
R-representations of the unit object I. We make all this very precise in the
following theorem which we prove in full detail since with little effort its
proof may be adapted to other results: see Corollary 6.8.
Theorem 6.7. For every right skew monoidale M and every biduality S a
S◦, there is an equivalence of categories given by transposition along the bi-
duality.
SkOpMon(M,S◦S) ' OplaxAct(M ;S)
Proof.
The biduality S a S◦ induces the following equivalences of categories
M(M,S◦S) 'M(SM,S) (6.1)
M(MM,S◦S) 'M(SMM,S) (6.2)
M(I, S◦S) 'M(S, S) (6.3)
The data of an opmonoidal arrow consists of items in the left hand side of
these equivalences: an object in (6.1), an arrow in (6.2), and an arrow in
(6.3). These “opmonoidal data” correspond under the equivalences above to
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the data for an oplax action:
M
C // S◦S
SM s
// S
'
MM
CC//
m

;CC2
S◦SS◦S
m

M
C
// S◦S
SMM
s1 //
1m

;Cs2
SM
s

SM s
// S
∼=
I
u

u

6>C0
M
C
// S◦S
SM
s

S
1uoo
1

#s
0
S
∼=
and the data for opmonoidal cells and oplax action cells is in a bijective
correspondence.
M
C′
''
C
77
KS
ξ S◦S
SM
s′
''
s
77
KS
σ S
∼=
If under this equivalence the property of being opmonoidal corresponds to
the property of being an oplax action, then the theorem follows. We prove
it by direct calculation: Let C : M //S◦S be an opmonoidal arrow, then
the axioms (OM1) and (OLA1) are equations that lie in each of the sides of
M(MMM,S◦S) ' M(SMMM,S), and the calculation below shows that
(OM1) for C corresponds to (OLA1) under the equivalence.
SMM
1C1
&&
SS◦SMM
e111 88
111C1
&&
SS◦SM
e11
&&
SMMM
1C11 88
11m

1m1
&&
1CC1
//
4<1α
IQ
1C21
SS◦SS◦SM
e1111 88
11e11
&&
∼ =
SM
1C

∼ =
SS◦SM
e11 88
111C

∼ =
SMM
1m

1C1 88
1CC
&&
2:1C2
SS◦S
e1

SS◦SS◦S
e111
88
11e1

∼=
SMM
1m
&&
∼=
S
SS◦S
e1
88
∼=
SM
1C
88
(OM1)
=
SMM
1C1
&&
SS◦SMM
e111 88
111C1
&&
111m

111CC
19111C
2
SS◦SM
e11
&&
SMMM
1C11 88
11m

SS◦SS◦SM
e1111 88
11e11
&&
11111C

∼ =
SM
1C

SS◦SM
e11 88
111C

∼ =
SS◦SS◦SS◦S
1111e1

11e111
&&
∼=
SS◦S
e1

SS◦SM
111C
&&
SS◦SS◦S
e111
88
11e1

∼=
SMM
1m
&&
1C1 88
1CC
//
∼=
IQ
1C2
SS◦SS◦S
11e1
&&
∼=
S
∼ =
SS◦S
e1
88
∼=
SM
1C
88
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=
SMM
1C1
&&
SS◦SMM
e111 88
111C1
&&
111m

111CC
19111C
2
SS◦SM
e11
&&
111C

SMMM
1C11 88
11m

SS◦SS◦SM
e1111 88
11111C

∼ =
∼=
SM
1C

SS◦SS◦S
e111
&&
∼=
SS◦SS◦SS◦S
1111e1

11e111
&&
e11111
88
SS◦S
e1

SS◦SM
111C
&&
SS◦SS◦S
e111
88
11e1

∼ =
SMM
1m
&&
1C1 88
1CC
//
∼=
IQ
1C2
SS◦SS◦S
11e1
&&
∼=
S
∼ =
SS◦S
e1
88
∼=
SM
1C
88
=
SMM
1C1
&&
1CC

SS◦SMM
e111 88
111m

111CC
19111C
2
SS◦SM
e11
&&
111C

SMMM
1C11 88
11m

∼=
SM
1C

SS◦SS◦S
e111
&&
11e1

∼=
SS◦SS◦SS◦S
1111e1

e11111
88
∼=
∼ =
SS◦S
e1

SS◦SM
111C
&&
SS◦S
e1 &&
∼=
SMM
1m
&&
1C1 88
1CC
//
∼=
IQ
1C2
SS◦SS◦S
11e1
&&
e111 88
S
∼ =
SS◦S
e1
88∼ =
SM
1C
88
=
SMM
1C1
&&
1CC

1m

191C2
SS◦SMM
e111 88
111m

SS◦SM
e11
&&
111C

SMMM
1C11 88
11m

∼=
SM
1C

SS◦SS◦S
e111
&&
11e1

∼=
SM
1C
&&
SS◦S
e1

SS◦SM
111C
&&
e11 88
∼=
SS◦S
e1 &&
∼=
SMM
1m
&&
1C1 88
1CC
//
∼=
IQ
1C2
SS◦SS◦S
11e1
&&
e111 88∼ =
S
∼ =
SS◦S
e1
88∼ =
SM
1C
88
The other axioms (OM2), (OM3), (OLA2), and (OLA3) lie in each of the
sides of (6.1). The calculation below shows that (OM2) for C corresponds
to (OLA2) under the equivalence (6.1);
S
1

SS◦S
e1 88
1

SM
1C 88
11u

4<1ρ
1

SMM
1m
&&
S
SS◦S
e1
88
SM
1C
88
(OM2)
=
S
1

SS◦S
e1 88
111u

111n

1

19111C0
SM
1C 88
11u

SS◦SM
111C
&&
SMM
1m
&&
1C1 88
1CC
//
∼=
IQ
1C2
∼ =
SS◦SS◦S
11e1
&&
S
SS◦S
e1
88
SM
1C
88
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=
S
1

1n

1u

191C0
SS◦S
e1 88
111u

SM
1C 88
11u

SM
1C
&&
SS◦SM
111C
&&
e11
88
∼=
SS◦S
e1
&&
∼=
SMM
1m
&&
1C1 88
1CC
//
∼=
IQ
1C2
∼ =
SS◦SS◦S
11e1
&&
e111
88∼ =
S
SS◦S
e1
88∼ =
SM
1C
88
and the calculation below shows that (OM3) for C corresponds to (OLA3)
under the equivalence (6.1).
SM
1
%%1n1
$$
1u1
&&
1
''
4<1λ
HP
1C01
SM
1C

SS◦SM
e11 88
111C

SMM
1m

1C1 88
1CC
&&
2:1C2
SS◦S
e1

SS◦SS◦S
e111
88
11e1

∼=
∼=
S
SS◦S
e1
88
∼=
SM
1C
88
(OM3)
=
SM
1
%%1n1
$$
1C
&&
1
''
SM
1C

SS◦SM
e11 88
111C

∼ =
∼=
SS◦S
1n11
&&
1
))
SS◦S
e1

SS◦SS◦S
e111
88
11e1

∼=
∼=
S
SS◦S
e1
88
∼=
SM
1C
88
=
SM
1
%%
1C
&&
1
''
SM
1C

SS◦S
1n11
&&
1
))
1
  
SS◦S
e1

SS◦SS◦S
e111
88
11e1

∼ =
∼=
S
SS◦S
e1
88
∼=
SM
1C
88
=
SM
1C

1C
++
SS◦S
e1

S
SS◦S
e1
88
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Therefore SM 1C //SS◦S e1 //S is an oplax S-action. Now let ξ : C //C ′ be an
opmonoidal cell, then (OLA4) and (OLA5) hold by the calculations below.
SMM
1C′1
--
1m

1C′C′
!!
3;1C2
SS◦SM e1 //
111C′

SM
1C′

∼=
SS◦SS◦S e111//
11e1

∼=
SS◦S
e1

SM
1C′
++
1C
44
KS
1ξ SS◦S
e1
//
∼=
S
(OM4)
=
SMM
1C′1
--
1m

1CC &&
1C′C′

=E1ξξ
SS◦SM e1 //
111C′

SM
1C′

@H
1C2
SS◦SS◦S e111//
11e1

∼=
SS◦S
e1

SM
1C
44SS
◦S
e1
//
∼=
S
=
SMM
1m

1CC
!!
1C′1
--
1C1
44
KS
1ξ1 SS◦SM e1 //
111C

SM
1C′

1C′

+31ξ
@H
1C2
SS◦SS◦S e111//
11e1

∼=
SS◦S
e1

SM
1C
44
∼=
SS◦S
e1
//
∼=
S
SM
C′

C′

+3ξ
∼=
S
1uoo
1n
ww
1

 C
′0
SS◦S
e1

S
=
SM
C
 ∼=
S
1uoo
1n
ww
1

#C
0
SS◦S
e1

S
Therefore the cell SM
1C′
&&
1C
88
&&
88
KS
1ξ SS◦S e1 //S is a cell of oplax right S-actions.

Corollary 6.8. For every object A in a monoidal bicategory M there is a
pseudofunctor
OplaxAct(_;A) : SkOpMonop(M) // Cat .
Proof.
For objects S which are part of a biduality S a S◦ the previous theorem
provides the pseudonatural equivalence given by,
SkOpMon(_, S◦S) ' OplaxAct(_;S)
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In general, for an object A inM, if C : M //N is an opmonoidal arrow and
a : AN //A an oplax right N -action, then the proof that the composite
AM
1C // AN
a // A
is an oplax right M -action is analogous to the big diagram calculation of
Theorem 6.7 but replacing each instance of e1 : SS◦S //S with a where
appropriate. The same argument goes for morphisms of opmonoidal arrows
and cells of oplax actions. 
Remark 6.9. Oplax representations with respect to an object S induce co-
monads on S. Indeed, let C : M //S◦S be an oplax representation of a right
skew monoidaleM ; precomposition of C with the unit ofM is an opmonoidal
arrow
I
u // M
C // S◦S
since the unit u : I //M is an opmonoidal arrow by Lemma 5.3. Then the
transposition along the enveloping monoidale S◦S as in Theorem 6.7 is an
oplax I-action, in other words a comonad on S, see Remark 6.6.
But we may get another perspective on this as a simple application of the
previous corollary: any oplax right action a : AM //A induces a comonad
on A in exactly the same way. This time we may precompose a with the
unit of M using Corollary 6.8 to get an oplax right I-action on A.
AI
1u // AM
a // A
Again, this is a comonad and it has comultiplication and counit as shown
below.
A
1u

AM
11u

a ??
AM
a

A
1u 
1u
??
AMM
1m

a1
??∼ =
KS
a2 A
AM
1u1
??
1
AA
∼ =
KS
1λ AM
a
??
A
1u
//
1

KS
a0
AM a
// A
A nice case to consider is the oplax right R-action i∗1 : RR //R induced by
an adjunction i a i∗ inM,
R
i∗

i
EE
a
I
then the process above recovers the comonad on R associated to the adjunc-
tion.
The next theorem asserts that the functor
OplaxAct(i◦1, A) : OplaxAct(R◦R;A) // OplaxAct(R,A)
is an equivalence of categories, assuming that the opmonoidal left adjoint i◦1
in Proposition 5.5 is opmonadic and that we are in an opmonadic-friendly
monoidal bicategory. Its proof is entirely analogous to the one of Theorem 5.9
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so we present only a sketch. Its statement may also be informally interpreted
as an “opmonoidal a monoidal opmonadicity”, again in analogy with The-
orem 5.9, but instead of taking the hom functor OpMon(_, N), it takes the
functor OplaxAct(_;A) of Corollary 6.8. In the case that A has a right bi-
dual it is possible to make this analogy into a formal statement; it takes the
shape of the commutative square of equivalences in Corollary 6.11.
Theorem 6.10. LetM be an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory. For
every object A, every biduality R a R◦, and every opmonadic adjunction
i◦a i◦ inM,
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
there is an equivalence of categories given by precomposition along 1io1 : AR //AR◦R .
OplaxAct(R◦R;A) ' OplaxAct(R;A)
Proof. [Sketch]
The strategy is to consider the category Y(R;A) of oplax right actions
a : AR //A together with an action ψ (two axioms) for the monad induced
by 1i◦1 a 1i◦1 which is compatible in the appropriate way (three axioms:
(Y1), (Y2) and (Y3)) with the oplax action constraints a2 and a0,
AR
1i◦1
//
a
$$
AR◦R
1i◦1
//
KS
ψ
AR a
// A
and then prove the existence of an equivalence and an isomorphism as shown.
OplaxAct(R◦R;A) ' Y(R;A) ∼= OplaxAct(R;A)
For an object (a, ψ) in Y(R;A) the action ψ is redundant as it may be
written in terms of the oplax action constraints a0 and a2,
AR
1i◦1
//
a
$$
AR◦R
1i◦1
//
KS
ψ
AR a
// A
=
AR
a

ARR
1i∗1
%%
a1 99
AI
a2
AR
1i◦1
//
1 ++
1i1
99
U]
a01
AR◦R
1i◦1
//
∼ =
AR a
// A
and for an arbitrary oplax action a the cell ψ written in terms of a0 and a2 as
above provides a with the structure of an object in Y(R;A), hence the functor
that forgets this structure is an isomorphism Y(R;A) ∼= OplaxAct(R;A).
Yet with the five axioms that hold for the objects (a, ψ) of Y(R;A) and the
opmonadicity of i◦a i◦, we get the data for an oplax R◦R-action on A: The
first two axioms say that a is a module for the monad induced by 1i◦1 a 1i◦1,
guaranteeing the existence of an arrow AR◦R //A ; axiom (Y1) confirms the
existence of the unitor cell; and axioms (Y2) and (Y3) ensure the existence of
the associator cell. Finally, this induced data constitute an oplax R◦R-action
with the property that precomposing with 1i◦1 : AR //AR◦R gives back the
original oplax R-action one started with, up to isomorphism. This gives the
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behaviour on objects of an equivalence of categories OplaxAct(R◦R;A) '
Y(R;A). 
Corollary 6.11. LetM be an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory. For
every two bidualities R a R◦ and S a S◦, and every opmonadic adjunction
i◦a i◦ inM,
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
there is an equivalence of categories as shown,
OpMon(R◦R,S◦S) ' OplaxAct(R;S)
where R has the skew monoidal structure induced by the adjunction i a i∗
opposite to i◦ a i◦ as in Lemma 4.12. Moreover, the following square of
equivalences commutes up to isomorphism,
OpMon(R◦R,S◦S) '
SkOpMon(i◦1,S◦S)
//
'

SkOpMon(R,S◦S)
'

OplaxAct(R◦R;S)
OplaxAct(i◦1;S)
'
//
∼=
OplaxAct(R;S)
(6.4)
where the vertical functors in the square are given by transposition along
S a S◦ as in Theorem 6.7, the functor on the top is an instance of the
equivalence in Theorem 5.9, and the functor on the bottom is an instance of
the equivalence in Theorem 6.10.
Proof.
The equivalence in the statement follows from either of the two composites
in the square (6.4). The commutativity of the square follows strictly in the
case that M is a strict monoidal 2-category, because an opmonoidal arrow
C in OpMon(R◦R,S◦S) gets sent to the unambiguous composite below,
SR
1i◦1 // SR◦R 1C // SS◦S e1 // S
which, in the case of an arbitrary monoidal bicategoryM, depends on how
the parenthesis are placed. The two different ways to do it corresponding to
the top path and the bottom path in the square of the statement differ by a
coherent isomorphism which consists of instances of the associativity of the
composition and instances of the interchanger between the composition and
the tensor. 
Remark 6.12. In an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory M, for a du-
ality R a R◦ and an opmonadic adjunction i◦ a i◦ with opposite adjunction
i a i∗,
R
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
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one may take the identity opmonoidal arrow on R◦R through all the equi-
valences in the square (6.4) which gives the following interesting items.
(R◦R 1 // R◦R)
 //
(R
i◦1 // R◦R)
_

_

(RR◦R
e1
// R)  // (RR
i∗1
// R)
On the top-right, i◦1 has the opmonoidal structure defined in Proposition 5.5.
On the bottom-left, e1 is the evaluation arrow of the internal hom R◦R and is
canonically a pseudo right R◦R-action structure on R. And on the bottom-
right, i∗1 has the regular oplax R-action structure of the skew monoidale
structure on R (as in Remark 6.2), which is induced by the adjunction i a i∗
as in Lemma 4.12.
We close this section by going back to the example of R|S-coalgebroids
given at the end of Section 4, which by means of Corollary 6.11 may now be
described with less effort.
Example 6.13. Let R and S be k-algebras for a commutative ring k. In
Lemma 4.24 we showed that R|S-coalgebroids are equivalent to opmonoidal
arrows between enveloping monoidales in Modk. We know that Modk is an
opmonadic-friendly autonomous monoidal bicategory and every adjunction
is monadic and opmonadic. Moreover, the unit of R which might be seen
as a ring morphism from k to R induces an adjunction i a i∗ and its dual
i◦ a i◦. Hence, we may use the equivalence in Corollary 6.11 to express
an R|S-coalgebroid via oplax right R-actions on S in Modk where R has the
right skew monoidal structure induced by the unit i : k //R . This definition
involves considerably less information than the one in 4.23.
An R|S-coalgebroid via oplax right R-actions is an S-coring (C, ε, δ) to-
gether with a left R-module structure on C compatible with both of its
S-module structures and such that δ(rc) =
∑
c(1) ⊗ rc(2). More explicitly,
one has a module C in SR-Mod-S, a morphism ε : C //S in S-Mod-S, and a
morphism δ : C //C ⊗S C in SR-Mod-S where the left R-module structure
of C ⊗S C is given by r.(c⊗ c′) = c⊗ rc′. And together, these constitute a
comonoid (C, ε, δ) in the monoidal category S-Mod-S.
7. Comodules for Opmonoidal Arrows
In this last section we define comodules with respect to an opmonoidal
arrow. We saw in Lemma 4.24 that R|S-coalgebroids are opmonoidal ar-
rows between enveloping monoidales in the bicategory Modk. Comodules
for R|S-coalgebroids are classically defined as the comodules with respect
to their underlying comonoid in S-Mod-S. There is no problem in express-
ing this definition purely in terms of a monoidal bicategory M. Now, by
using the same techniques as in the two previous sections, we show in Corol-
lary 7.15 that both definitions of a comodule coincide modulo an equivalence
of categories. Moreover, we exhibit a monoidal structure on the category of
comodules for the underlying opmonoidal arrow of an opmonoidal monad,
and this monoidal structure is such that the forgetful functor down to the
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underlying arrows of the comodules is strong monoidal. This generalises the
classical case for R|S-coalgebroids in [Phù08].
Definition 7.1. Let M and N be two right skew monoidales, A and B two
objects, and a : AM //A and b : BN //B two oplax right actions in M.
A right comodule (Y,C, y) from a to b consists of an arrow Y : A //B , an
opmonoidal arrow C : M //N , and a cell y inM
AM
Y C //
a

;Cy
BN
b

A
Y
// B
called the C-coaction, satisfying the coassociative and counit laws.
BNN
b1
&&
AMM
Y CC 88
1m

a1 &&
5=a2
KS
yC BN
b

AM
a

Y C 88
BJy
AM
a &&
B
A
Y
88
=
BNN
b1
&&
1m

5=b2
AMM
Y CC 88
1m

BJ
Y C2
BN
b

BN
b
&&
AM
a &&
Y C
88
KS
y B
A
Y
88
(COM1)
B
1

A
Y
88
1u

1

5=a0
AM
a &&
B
A
Y
88
=
B
1u

1

5=b0
A
Y
88
1u

BJ
Y C0
BN
b
&&
AM
a &&
Y C
88
KS
y B
A
Y
88
(COM2)
Remark 7.2. For a fixed opmonoidal arrow C : M //N right comodules
(Y,C, y) from a to b are also called right C-comodules from a to b or right
comodules over C from a to b, and shall be denoted by (Y, y). Note that
the opmonoidal arrow C plays a similar role as a comonoid in the definition
of comodules for comonoids. One may similarly define right modules over
monoidal arrows (instead of opmonoidal ones) between right skew monoidales
by changing the direction of y and by modifying the axioms accordingly.
Definition 7.3. A morphism (γ, ξ) : (Y,C, y) //(Y ′, C ′, y′) of right comod-
ules from a to b consists of a cell γ and an opmonoidal cell ξ inM,
A
Y ′
''
Y
88
KS
γ B M
C′
''
C
77
KS
ξ N
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satisfying the following equation.
AM
Y ′C′
**
a

@Hy′
BN
b

A
Y ′
((
Y
66
KS
γ B
=
AM
Y ′C′
**
Y C
55
KS
γξ
a

=Ey
BN
b

A
Y
66 B
(COM3)
Right comodules from a to b and their morphisms constitute a category
that we denote by rComod((A,M, a), (B,N, b)), its composition and identit-
ies are taken as the ones inM(A,B)×SkOpMon(M,N), hence the forgetful
functor below.
rComod((A,M, a), (B,N, b)) //M(A,B)× SkOpMon(M,N)
(Y,C, y)  // (Y,C)
Remark 7.4. There is a horizontal composition functor of right comodules
given in the following way,
rComod((A′,M ′, a′), (A′′,M ′′, a′′))× rComod((A,M, a), (A′,M ′, a′))
// rComod((A,M, a), (A′′,M ′′, a′′))
((Z,D, z), (Y,C, y))
 //
AM
Y C //
a

;Cy
A′N
a′

ZD //
;Cz
A′′L
a′′

A
Y
// A′
Z
// A′′
as well as an identity in rComod((A,M, a), (A,M, a)) as shown below.
AM
1 //
a

AM
a

A
1
// A
Together these constitute a bicategory rComod(M) which comes equipped
with a strict functor rComod(M) //M× SkOpMon(M) . This is the bi-
category of oplax right actions in M, right comodules between them, and
morphisms of right comodules. The reader should not confuse rComod(M)
with the bicategory Comod(V) of comonoids, two sided comodules between
them, and their morphisms in suitable a monoidal category V. There is no
way to compare, for example, the objects of these bicategories: the data
for a comonoid in V consist of an object V and two arrows V //V V and
V //I in V; and the data for an object in rComod(M) consist of a right
skew monoidale M , an object A, and an oplax right M -action AM //A in
M.
There are other reasonable names for the objects, arrows, and cells of
rComod(M) which one might be tempted to give. In an action-oriented
approach one might say: oplax right actions, oplax morphisms of oplax right
actions, and transformations of oplax right actions between them. Although
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one may feel inclined to reserve the name of oplax morphisms of oplax actions
for the case of idM -comodules,
AM
Y 1 //
a

;Cy
BM
b

A
Y
// B
which is certainly the case when we mention them in the introduction. When
M is a locally discrete monoidal bicategory, i.e. it is obtained by adding
identity cells to a monoidal category, one has the usual notion of morphism
between two actions.
Perhaps for a more module-oriented approach to rComod(M) one may
give the names: oplax right modules, oplax morphisms of oplax right mod-
ules, and transformations of oplax right modules between them. We opted
for the ones that are conveniently shorter because of how they fit in the
forthcoming theorems, particularly in Corollary 7.15; where right comodules
for an opmonoidal arrow are comodules for a comonad inM.
Remark 7.5. For two oplax M -actions a and a′ : AM //A , right comodules
(idA, idM , y) from a to a′ are nothing but cells of oplax actions y from a to
a′: axiom (COM1) for (idA, idM , y) is (OLA4) for y, and axiom (COM2) for
(idA, idM , y) is (OLA5) for y. Hence, for a right skew monoidale M and an
object A inM, we recover the categories OplaxAct(M ;A) from rComod(M)
by taking the pullback below,
OplaxAct(M ;A) //

rComod(M)

1
(idA,idM )
//M× SkOpMon(M)
which picks those comodules in rComod(M) of the form (idA, idM , y) between
oplax M -actions on A.
For a fixed opmonoidal arrow C : M //N , right C-comodules from a to b
also constitute a category which we denote by rComodC((A, a), (B, b)). This
category may be described by a pullback along the forgetful functor from
rComod((A,M, a), (B,N, b)) down to SkOpMon(M,N) as shown below.
rComodC((A, a), (B, b)) //

rComod((A,M, a), (B,N, b))

1
C
// SkOpMon(M,N)
Example 7.6. Now for a biduality R a R◦ and an adjunction i a i∗ in an
opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory the items of Remark 6.12 show an
even closer relationship. The identity arrow on R comes equipped with a
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i◦1-comodule structure from i∗1 to e1 given by the square below.
RR
1i◦1//
i∗1

RR◦R
e1

R
1
//
∼=
R
Example 7.7. Let R and S be two k-algebras and C an R|S-coalgebroid. In
Lemma 4.24 we saw that C is an opmonoidal arrow between enveloping mon-
oidales inModk. In a similar fashion, the objects of rComodC((R, e1), (S, e1))
may be described in the language of classical ring and module theory. A co-
module over the opmonoidal arrow C consists of a module Y in R-Mod-S
together with a coaction morphism % : Y //Y ⊗S C in R-Mod-S in which
Y ⊗S C has the module structure from R to S given by r(a⊗ c)s = a⊗ rcs,
that is
• %(as) =∑ a(1) ⊗ a(2)s
• %(ra) =∑ a(1) ⊗ ra(2)
subject to the following axioms.
(i)
∑
ra(1) ⊗ a(2) =
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2)r
(ii) (Y, %) forms a C-comodule in the category R-Mod-S
Note that using the two sided R-module structure on Y ⊗S C given by
r · (a⊗ c) · r′ = ra⊗ cr′ item (i) may be rewritten as follows.
(i’). The image of the coaction % is in the R-centralizer of Y ⊗S C, that
is r · %(a) = %(a) · r.
For the rest of this section our goal is to simplify the definition of comod-
ules for opmonoidal arrows between enveloping monoidales in an opmonadic-
friendly monoidal bicategory M. And, in the two theorems that follow we
apply the same technique used in Corollary 6.11 to simplify the definition of
coalgebroids in terms of opmonoidal arrows to coalgebroids in terms of oplax
actions. This technique consists of two steps: that of Theorem 6.7, which
is basically the transposition along a biduality; and that of Theorems 5.9
or 6.10, where the main tool is the universal property of an opmonadic
adjunction. Hence the two theorems below: Theorem 7.8 is the first step
which corresponds to the use of transposition along bidualities, although, in
this case it is considerably simpler; and Theorem 7.9 below is the second
step which is analogous to the one that relies on the opmonadicity of an
adjunction. We combine these two results in Corollary 7.11 to obtain an
equivalence between comodules for opmonoidal arrows between enveloping
monoidales and certain oplax morphisms of oplax actions.
Theorem 7.8. LetM be a monoidal bicategory. For every right skew mon-
oidale M , every biduality S a S◦, every oplax right M -action a : AM //A,
and every opmonoidal arrow C : M //S◦S in M there is an isomorphism
between the categories,
rComodC((A, a), (S, e1)) ∼= rComodidM ((A, a), (S, s))
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AM
Y C //
a

;C
SS◦S
e1

A
Y
// S
oo //
AM
Y 1 //
a

;C
SM
s

A
Y
// S
where s : SM //S is the oplax rightM -action which corresponds to C under
Theorem 6.7.
Proof.
The objects of these two categories differ only by the isomorphism
SM
s //
1C
&&
S
SS◦S e1
88
∼ =
induced by the equivalence of Theorem 6.7 between the opmonoidal arrow
C and the oplax M -action s. 
Now, in the following theorem the comodule in Example 7.6 plays the role
of the opmonoidal left adjoint for the “opmonoidal amonoidal opmonadicity”
of Theorem 5.9, but in the bicategory rComod(M) instead of OpMon(M).
Theorem 7.9. Let M be an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory. For
every biduality R a R◦, every opmonadic adjunction i◦a i◦ inM,
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
every monoidale N , every pseudo right action b : BN //B , and every pair
of opmonoidal arrows C : R◦R //N and D : R //N which correspond to
each other under the equivalence of Theorem 5.9, there is an isomorphism of
categories
rComodC((R, e1), (B, b)) ∼= rComodD((R, i∗1), (B, b))
RR◦R Y C //
e1

;Cy¯
BN
b

R
Y
// B
oo //
RR
Y D //
i∗1

;Cy
BN
b

R
Y
// B
given by precomposition with the i◦1-comodule in Example 7.6.
Proof.
Let H be the functor in the statement; its action on objects is given below.
H : rComodC((R, e1), (B, b)) // rComodD((R, i
∗1), (B, b))
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
R
Y

B
,
RR◦R Y C //
e1

;Cy¯
BN
b

R
Y
// B
  //

R
Y

B
,
RR
1i◦1

i∗1

Y D
  
∼=
RR◦R Y C //
e1

;Cy¯
BN
b

∼=
R
Y
// B

This functor is faithful because it is equal to the identity on the underlying
cells γ : Y //Y ′ inM. It is essentially surjective on objects since for every
D-comodule (Y : R //B, y) from e1 to b in the codomain of H, the source
and target of y have a structure of module for the monad induced by 1i◦1 a
1i◦1,
RR◦R
e1

RR
1i◦1
// RR◦R
1i◦1
//
1
11
T\
1ε◦1
RR
i∗1
//
1i◦1
CC
R
Y
// B RR
1i◦1
//
1
##
KS
1ϕ
RR◦R
1i◦1
// RR
Y D
// BN
b
// B
where ϕ is the action (5.1). Furthermore, the axioms for a D-comodule
together with the fact that ϕ is defined in terms of D2 and D0 imply that y is
a morphism of modules for the monad induced by the adjunction 1i◦1 a 1i◦1.
BN
1u1
''
1

∼=1λ
BNN
1m
''
NV
Y D0D
RRR
1i∗1
''
Y DD
77
KS
Y D2 BN
b
''
RR
1i◦1
//
1i1
77
Y D
??
RR◦R
1i◦1
//
∼ =
RR
Y D
77
i∗1 ''
KS
y B
R
Y
77
(COM1)
=
BN
1u1
''
1

∼=1λ
BNN
b1 ''
1m
,, BN
b

∼=
b2
NV
Y D0D
RRR
1i∗1
''
Y DD
77
i∗11 ,,
KS
yD
BN
b
''
RR
i∗1

Y D 77
IQ
yRR
1i◦1
//
1i1
77
Y D
??
RR◦R
1i◦1
//
∼ =
RR
i∗1 ''
∼= B
R
Y
77
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(COM2)
=
BN 1u1
++
1
++
1

∼=1λ
BNN
b1
##
1m
**
∼=
b0
R
i1
**
BN
b

∼=
b2
MU
ε1
RRR
1i∗1
''
i∗11 ,,
BN
b
''
RR
i∗1

Y D 77
IQ
yRR
1i◦1
//
1i1
77
i∗1 ;;
1

Y D
??
RR◦R
1i◦1
//
∼ =
RR
i∗1 ''
∼= B
R
Y
77
(SKM2)
=
BN
1

BN
b

RR◦R
e1

RR
i∗1

Y D
77
IQ
y
RR
1i◦1
//
1

Y D
??
RR◦R
1i◦1
//
1
22
S[
1ε◦1
RR
i∗1 ''
1i◦1
OO
B
∼=
R
Y
77
Therefore by opmonadicity of 1i◦1 a 1i◦1 there exists a cell y¯ as below,
RR◦R Y C //
e1

;Cy¯
BN
b

R
Y
// B
that composed with 1i◦1 is equal to y. The cell y¯ provides the arrow Y with
a C-comodule structure; one proves axiom (COM1) for y¯ by precomposing
both sides with the opmonadic left adjoint 1i◦1i◦1 : RRR //RR◦RR◦R , to
get each side of axiom (COM1) for y, which are equal. And to prove ax-
iom (COM2) for y¯ precompose both sides of the axiom with the epimorphic
cell
RR◦R
1
''
1i◦1

;C1ε◦1
RR
1i◦1
// RR◦R
at RR◦R to get each side of axiom (COM2) for y, which are equal. Therefore
H(Y, y¯) = (Y, y), which means H is surjective on objects. The proof that
H is full consists of a similar calculation for axiom (COM3), ergo H is an
isomorphism. 
Remark 7.10. In view of Theorem 5.9, by varying the opmonoidal arrows C
and D we may lift the isomorphisms in the previous theorem to an equival-
ence
rComod((R,R◦R, e1), (B,N, b)) ' rComod((R,R, i∗1), (B,N, b))
between the hom categories of rComod(M).
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Together, the two previous theorems imply the following.
Corollary 7.11. Let M be an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory.
For every pair of bidualities R a R◦ and S a S◦, every opmonoidal arrow
C : R◦R //S◦S , and every opmonadic adjunction i◦a i◦ inM,
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
there is an isomorphism of categories,
rComodC((R, e1), (S, e1)) ∼= rComodidR((R, i∗1), (S, s))
where s : SM //S is the oplax rightM -action which corresponds to C under
Corollary 6.11. Moreover, the pentagon below commutes strictly,
rComodC((R, e1), (S, e1)) ∼=
//
∼=

rComodD((R, i
∗1), (S, e1))
∼=

rComodidR◦R((R, e1), (S, ŝ))
∼=
  
rComodidR((R, i
∗1), (S, s))
rComodi◦1((R, i
∗1), (S, ŝ))
∼=
>>
(7.1)
where ŝ : SR◦R //S is the oplax right action that corresponds to C under
the equivalence in Theorem 6.7, D : R //S◦S is the opmonoidal arrow that
corresponds to C under the equivalence in Theorem 5.9, and the edges of the
pentagon are instances of the isomorphisms in Theorems 7.9 and 7.8. 
Remark 7.12. Given a duality R a R◦ and an opmonadic adjunction i◦ a i◦
with opposite adjunction i a i∗ in an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicate-
goryM,
R
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
we can take comodules between the actions in Remark 6.12 around the
pentagon (7.1) above. Start with the identity comodule on e1 : RR◦R //R
that lives in the source category of the pentagon, taking it down the first
equivalence does not change it, taking it down-right the second equivalence,
as well as to take it from the source to the right, gives the comodule from Ex-
ample 7.6, and to take it all the way to the target gives the identity comodule
on i∗1 : RR //R .
RR◦R 1 //
e1

RR◦R
e1

R
1
// R
 //
RR
1i◦1//
i∗1

RR◦R
e1

R
1
//
∼=
R
 //
RR
1 //
i∗1

RR
i∗1

R
1
// R
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Example 7.13. Comodules for opmonoidal arrows in Modk that live in the
source of the pentagon of Corollary 7.11 were described in Example 7.7. Let
us describe what is a comodule in the target of the pentagon, that is, an
idR-comodule from i∗1 to s in Modk. Here s is an R|S-coalgebroid via oplax
actions which is denoted by a module C in SR-Mod-S as in Example 6.13.
An object in rComodidR((R, i
∗1), (S, s)) consists of a module Y in R-Mod-S
together with a module morphism %˜ : Y //Y ⊗S C in Mod-S where Y ⊗S C
takes the right S module structure given by (y ⊗ c).s = y ⊗ cs, hence the
condition below,
• %˜(as) =∑ a(1) ⊗ a(2)s
and it is subject to the following axiom.
(i) (Y, %˜) forms a C-comodule in the category Mod-S
What changed from Example 7.7 is that the coaction %˜ is not necessarily
a left R-morphism, condition 7.7.(i) vanishes, and (Y, %˜) is a C-comodule in
Mod-S rather than R-Mod-S.
At this point we pause to recall the main results of this and the previous
sections. These may be arranged in the chart below using the bar notation
for equivalences. So, let R a R◦ and S a S◦ be two bidualities and let
i a i∗ be an adjunction whose opposite is opmonadic all of which are in an
opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory M. On the left column we have
the equivalence of Corollary 6.11, and on the right column we have the
equivalence of Corollary 7.11 for a fixed pair of items in the left column.
Opmonoidal arrow
R◦R C // S◦S
SR s
// R
Oplax action
'
C-comodule
RR◦RY C//
e1

;Cy¯
S◦SS
e1

R
Y
// S
RR
Y 1 //
i∗1

;Cy
SR
s

R
Y
// S
idR-comodule to s
∼=
But this table is still incomplete: there is one more equivalence of categories
to add at the bottom of the right column and that is precisely what the next
theorem is about. This new equivalence is another application of opmona-
dicity, but this time from the adjunction i a i∗. The target category is the
category M(I, S)M(I,c) of comodules for a comonad c : S //S based at I.
What completes the chart is our concluding corollary below, in which the
interesting case is when c is the comonad induced by an opmonoidal arrow
or by an oplax action as discussed in Remark 6.9.
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Theorem 7.14. For every biduality R a R◦, every opmonadic adjunction
R
i∗

i
EE
a
I
and every oplax right R-action b : BR //B with respect to the right skew
monoidal structure induced by i a i∗ as in Lemma 4.12, there is an equival-
ence of categories
rComodidR((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) 'M(I,B)M(I,c)
where c : B //B is the comonad induced by b as in Remark 6.9; and the
equivalence is given as follows.

R
Y

B
,
RR
Y 1 //
i∗1

;Cy
BR
b

R
Y
// B
  //

I
i

R
Y

B
,
B
1i

c

R 1i
))
Y
DD
BR
b

RR
i∗1

Y 1 55
∼ =
BJy
I
i
//
i
DD
R
1
//
i1
HH∼= KS
η1
R
Y
// B

Proof. [Sketch]
The action of the proposed functor in the statement on the structure
cells y may be factorised by first taking the mate of y with respect to the
adjunction i a i∗ and then by precomposing with i.
For an arrow Y : R //B , cells y as in the statement are in bijection with
their mates with respect to the adjunction i a i∗.
RR
Y 1 //
i∗1

;Cy
BR
b

R
Y
// B
oo //
RR
Y 1 // BR
b

R
Y
//
i1
OO
KS
y˜
B
A cell y satisfies the axioms (COM1) and (COM2) that turn (Y, y) into an
idR-comodule from i∗1 to b if and only if its mate y˜ satisfies two other
axioms (COM1)mate and (COM2)mate obtained by taking mates of each
side of the original ones for y. Call rComodmateidR ((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) the cat-
egory whose objects consist of an arrow Y : R //B together with a cell y˜
as above, satisfying axioms (COM1)mate and (COM2)mate. The arrows of
rComodmateidR ((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) are cells γ : Y //Y ′ obtained in a similar fash-
ion. Hence the isomorphism of categories below.
rComodidR((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) ∼= rComodmateidR ((R, i∗1), (B, b))
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Now define Z(I,B) as the category whose objects are triples (X,x, ζ),
I
X // B
B
1i // BR
b

I
X
OO
X
//
KS
x
B
I
i
//
X
""
KS
ζ
R
i∗
// I
X
// B
such that (X,x) is a comodule for the comonad c, and the cell ζ is an action
on X with respect to the monad induced by i a i∗, satisfying the following
compatibility condition,
B
1i
$$KS
x
BR
b

I
i
//
X
OO
X
$$
KS
ζ
R
i∗
// I
X
// B
=
B
1i // BR
1i∗ //
1

KS
1ε
B
1i // BR
b

I
i
//
X
OO
∼=
R
X1
OO
i∗
//
∼=
I
X
OO
X
//
KS
x
B
(Z1)
An arrow χ : (X,x, ζ) //(X ′, x′, ζ ′) in Z(I,B) is a cell χ : X //X ′ which is
simultaneously a morphism of c-comodules and a morphism of modules for
the monad associated to i a i∗.
There is an isomorphism of categories Z(I,B) ∼= M(I,B)M(I,c) which
is deduced from the redundancy of the action ζ in the objects of Z(I,B).
Indeed, for every object (X,x, ζ) in Z(I,B) one may express ζ in terms of
x and b0 as follows.
I
i
//
X
!!
R
i∗
//
KS
ζ
I
X
// B
=
B
1i

1

3;b0
B
1i //
1
//
BR
1i∗ //
1

KS
1ε
B
1i // BR
b

I
i
//
X
OO
∼=
R
X1
OO
i∗
//
∼=
I
X
OO
X
//
KS
x
B
And if for an arbitrary c-comodule (X,x) one defines ζ by the equation
above, then (X,x, ζ) becomes an object of Z(I,B), therefore the functor
Z(I,B) //M(I,B)M(I,c) which forgets the action ζ is an isomorphism of
categories.
Now, the functor K below induced by precomposition with the opmonadic
arrow i : I //R is an equivalence of categories rComodmateidR ((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) '
Z(I,B) because of the opmonadicity of i a i∗.
K : rComodmateidR ((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) //M(I,B)M(I,c) ∼= Z(I,B)
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
R
Y

B
,
RR
Y 1 // BR
b

R
Y
//
i1
OO
KS
y˜
B
  //

I
i

R
Y

B
,
B
1i

R
1i
##
Y
DD
BR
b

RR
Y 1 ;;∼ =
I
i
//
i
DD
∼=
R
Y
//
i1
OO
QY
y˜
B

This assignation K is a well defined functor because axioms (COM1)mate
and (COM2)mate translate precisely into the axioms for a c-comodule from I
to B. In fact, the unit axiom is literally the same, and the associative axiom
follows from the calculation below.
B
1i

R 1i
&&
Y
@@
BR
b

RR
Y 1 88∼ =
I i //
i
@@
i

∼=
∼=
R Y //
i1
OO
1i 
PX
y˜
B
1i
  
RR Y 1
&&
∼=
R i1
88
Y

GO
y˜
BR
b
  
B
=
B
1i

R 1i
&&
Y
@@
BR
b

11i

RR
Y 1 88
11i 
∼ =
I i //
i
@@
i

∼=
∼=
R
i1 88
1i &&
RRR
Y 11//
∼=
BRR
b1

∼= B
1i
  
RR
Y 1
&&
i11
OO
CKy˜1
R i1
88
Y

GO
y˜
BR
b
  
B
=
B
1i

R 1i
&&
1i

Y
@@
BR
b

11i

RR
Y 1 88
11i 
∼ =
I
i
@@
i

∼= R 1i1 //
∼=
∼=
RRR
Y 11//
∼=
BRR
b1

∼= B
1i
  
RR
Y 1
&&
i11
OO
CKy˜1
R i1
88
i1
OO
Y

GO
y˜
BR
b
  
B
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(COM1)
=
B
1i

R 1i
&&
1i

Y
@@
BR
b

11i

RR
Y 1 88
11i 
∼ =
I
i
@@
i

∼= RR 1i1//
Y 1

∼=
KS
Y η1
RRR
Y 11//
∼=
+3b
2
BRR
b1

1i∗1
  
∼= B
1i
  
R
i1
OO
Y

BR
b

BR
b
  
CKy˜
B
=
B
1i

1i

R
Y
@@
1i

∼= BR
1i1

1

∼=
+31η1
BR
11i

b

I
i
@@
i

∼= RR
Y 1
@@
Y 1

i1

+3b
2
BRR
1i∗1
  
b1

∼= B
1i
  
R
Y

BR
b

BR
b
  
CKy˜
B
The functor K is automatically faithful since precomposing with an opmon-
adic arrow is a faithful process. By the opmonadicity of i a i∗ the functor K
is essentially surjective on objects and full. Indeed, let (X,x, ζ) be an object
in Z(I,B), since (X, ζ) is a module for the monad induced by i a i∗ there
exists an arrow Y : R //B and an isomorphism
I
X //
i &&
B
R
Y
88
∼ = (7.2)
such that the following equation holds.
I
i
//
X
$$
KS
ζ
R
i∗
// I
X //
i $$
B
R
Y
::
∼ =
= I
i
//
X
$$
R
i∗ $$
1 ))KS
ε
∼ =
R
Y
// B
I
i
::
(7.3)
Furthermore, axiom (Z1) may be read as the fact that x is a morphism of
modules for the monad induced by i a i∗, thus by opmonadicity there exists
a cell y˜ such that the following equation holds.
B
1i

BR
b

I
i
//
X
33
X
##
KS
x
R
Y
//
∼ =
B
=
B
1i

R
1i
##
Y
DD
∼=
BR
b

RR
Y 1 ;;∼ =
I
i
//
i
DD
X
33
∼=
R
Y
//
i1
OO
QY
y˜
B
(7.4)
The data (Y, y˜) constitute an object of rComodmateidR ((R, i
∗1), (B, b)): ax-
iom (COM1)mate for (Y, y˜) follows by precomposing both sides with the
opmonadic arrow i : I //R to obtain each side of the coassociative axiom
for the coaction x, which are equal; and axiom (COM2)mate is equal to the
counit axiom for the coaction x. Hence, in light of equations (7.3) and (7.4)
the isomorphism (7.2) is in Z(I,B) and reads as K(Y, y˜) ∼= (X,x), so K
is essentially surjective on objects. Now, let χ : (X,x, ζ) //(X ′, x′, ζ ′) be a
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morphism in Z(I,B), as χ is a morphism of modules for the monad associ-
ated to i a i∗ there exists a cell γ : Y //Y ′ in M such that the following
equation holds.
I
i &&
X //
X′

KS
χ
B
R
Y
88
∼ =
=
I
i &&
X′

∼ = N
R
Y
88
Y ′
''T\
γ
(7.5)
To prove that γ is a cell in rComodmateidR ((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) precompose both
sides of axiom (COM3)mate with the opmonadic arrow i; this produces the
two sides of the axiom that makes χ into a morphism of c-comodules, which
are equal. Thus γ is in rComodmateidR ((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) and the equation (7.5)
now reads as K(γ) = χ, so K is full. The theorem follows by the sequence
of equivalences and isomorphisms below.
rComodidR((R, i
∗1), (B, b)) ∼= rComodmateidR ((R, i∗1), (B, b)) ' Z(I,B) ∼=M(I,B)M(I,c)

Corollary 7.15. Let M be an opmonadic-friendly monoidal bicategory.
For every pair of bidualities R a R◦ and S a S◦, every opmonoidal arrow
C : R◦R //S◦S , and every opmonadic adjunction i a i∗ whose dual i◦a i◦ is
opmonadic too,
R
i∗

i
EE
a
I
R◦
i◦

i◦
EE
a
I
there is an equivalence of categories,
rComodC((R, e1), (S, e1)) 'M(I, S)M(I,c)
RR◦RY C//
e1

;Cy
SS◦S
e1

R
Y
// S
oo //
S c
((
I
X 66
X
88
KS
x S
where c : S //S is the comonad induced by C as in Remark 6.9.
Proof.
Let s : SR //S be the oplax right action that corresponds to the opmon-
oidal arrow C under the equivalence in Corollary 6.11. By Remark 6.9 c
is the comonad induced both by the opmonoidal arrow C and by the oplax
action s. Then there is an equivalence of categories,
rComodC((R, e1), (S, e1)) ∼= rComodidR((R, i∗1), (S, s)) 'M(I, S)M(I,c)
where the isomorphism is an instance of Corollary 7.11 and the equivalence
is an instance of Theorem 7.14. 
We conclude with a remark about the motivating example M = Modk.
In Lemma 4.24 we saw how to translate between R|S-coalgebroids and op-
monoidal arrows between enveloping monoidales C : R◦R //S◦S in Modk.
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There is a standard definition of a comodule for an R|S-coalgebroid found
for example in [Phù08, 1.4] or [Böh09, 3.6].
Definition 7.16. Let R and S be two k-algebras and C an R|S-coalgebroid.
A C-comodule X is a comodule for the underlying comonoid in S-Mod-S
of the coalgebroid C, i.e. a module X in Mod-S together with a module
morphism x : X ⊗S C //X in Mod-S, called the C-coaction, which satisfies
coassociative and counit laws.
Remark 7.17. If we apply Corollary 7.15 to the case M = Modk, we re-
cover [Phù08, Lemma 1.4.1], also found in [Böh09, Lemma 3.17]. This is an
equivalence between comodules for coalgebroids, as defined above, and co-
modules for the opmonoidal arrows in Modk that correspond to coalgebroids
as described in Example 7.7. Moreover, these two versions of comodules
for coalgebroids are also equivalent to those defined via oplax actions as in
Example 7.13. The only difference between the definition of comodule for
a coalgebroid via oplax actions and the standard definition is that in the
former the underlying module is in R-Mod-S while in the latter is in Mod-S.
Now, a sufficient condition to have a monoidal structure on the category
of comodules for a coalgebroid, is that the coalgebroid is in fact a bialgebroid
[Phù08, Corollary 1.7.2]. In our language, just as a coalgebroid means an
opmonoidal arrow C : R◦R //S◦S , a bialgebroid is an opmonoidal monad
B : R◦R //R◦R . This description of bialgebroids in the language of monoidal
bicategories is due to [DS04] and it is motivated by the work of [Szl03].
We get a monoidal structure in the category of comodules for opmonoidal
monads on an enveloping monoidale R◦R in a similar way.
Theorem 7.18. For every object A, every right skew monoidale M , every
oplax right action a : AM //A, and every opmonoidal monad B : M //M
the category of right B-comodules rComodB((A, a), (A, a)) has a monoidal
structure such that the forgetful functor
rComodB((A, a), (A, a)) //M(A,A)
is strong monoidal. The tensor product and unit of B comodules is calculated
as shown.
AM
Y 11

AM
1B ??
Y 11

AM
Z11

AM
Y B
//
a

1B ??
1B
,,
;Cy
[c
1µ
AM
ZB
//
a

1B
??
;Cz
∼ =
AM
a

A
Y
// A
Z
// A
AM
1
//
a

1B

KS
1η
AM
a

A
1
// A
Proof.
The associator and left and right unitor isomorphisms are induced by
those of the horizontal composition of rComod(M). And the axioms for a
monoidal category follow from the associativity and unitality of the monad
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structure of B and from coherence axioms for the horizontal composition of
B-comodules. 
If we let A = R, M = R◦R, and a = e1 : RR◦R //R we obtain the fol-
lowing result.
Corollary 7.19. For every opmonoidal monad B : R◦R //R◦R on an envel-
oping monoidale R◦R in M the category rComodB((R, e1), (R, e1)) of right
B-comodules has a monoidal structure such that the forgetful functor
rComodB((R, e1), (R, e1)) //M(R,R)
is strong monoidal.
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